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CONCEPTUALDESIGNSTUDY

OF A COAL GASIFICATIONCOMBINEDCYCLE POWERPLANTFOR INDUSTRIALCOGENERATION

The enclosedfinal report, NASA TechnicalMemorandum81687, presentsthe
resultsof a six-montheffort conductedby the Davy McKee Corporationunder
NASA ContractNAS3-22105-AE.

The technicalfeasibility,environmentalcharacteristics,and economicsof
a coal gasificationcombined-cyclecogenerationpowerplantwas examined for
the NASA Lewis Research Center in responseto its energy needs and to
national policy aimed at decreasingdependenceon oil and naturalgas. The
powerplantwould providethe steam heatingand baseload electricalrequire-
ments of the Center while servingas a prototypefor industrialcogeneration
and a modular buildingblock for utility applications.

The study includedscreeningof candidategasification,sulfurremoval,and
power conversioncomponents;definitionof a referencesystem; quantifica-
tion of plant emissionsand waste streams; estimatesof capitaland operat-
ing costs; and a procurementand constructionschedule. On the basis of the
results the proposed powerplantappears to be technicallyfeasibleand envi-
ronmentallysuperior and has the potentialto be economicallyattractiveat
maturity. The powerplantcan use high-sulfurEasterncoal while generating
the lowest possibleamount of solid waste and surpassingairborneemission
standardsby an order of magnitudethus allowing siting in urban areas close
to electricaland steam users. The cogenerationaspect of the design pro-
vides for up to twice the coal utilizationefficiencyof conventionalsteam-
electric powerplants. In addition,the modularityof the design minimizes
on-site fabricationtherebyreducingconstructiontimes significantly.
Finally,we believethat powerplantsof this type can be built with essen-
tially current technologyand can have broad applicationto both industrial
sites and utilitiesfor new and retrofitapplications.

We appreciateyour interest in this projectand encourageyour comments.

Harvey S. Bloomf_eld .__
ProjectManager

Enclosure





:_ Summary Protection Agency (EPA) requirements of 1.2 lb/
106Btu SOx and 75 ppm NOx.

A coal gasification combined-cycle cogeneration On the basis of the study results the proposed
powerplant project has been evaluated for the NASA powerplant is technically and environmentally
Lewis Research Center in response to its energy needs feasible. Although it will be a "first of its kind"
and to National legislation aimed at decreasing plant, many of the key components are conventional
dependence on oil and natural gas as boiler fuels. The designs fully proven in commercial applications, and
powerplant would be sited at the Lewis facility in no insurmountable problems are anticipated. The
Cleveland, Ohio, and would provide both the Lewis principal technical challenges lie in gasifier operation
steam heating and baseload electricity needs by using and the integration and control of process streams to
high-sulfur Eastern U.S. coal in an environmentally achieve high reliability and efficiency. The total
attractive manner. In addition, the plant would serve project is estimated to require 42 months (24 months
as an industrial prototype and a modular building for construction) and to have a capital cost of $58
block for utility applications, million based on third-quarter 1980 price levels. This

This report presents the results of a contracted includes field indirect costs, design, construction,
study (NAS3-22105-AE) by the Davy McKee management, and architect-engineer services but
Corporation to establish a reference system excludes escalation, insurance, taxes, royalties,
configuration, candidate process and power licenses, commissions, fencing, cost of land, cost of
conversion components, waste disposal facilities, and capital, permits, and startup costs. Some of this total
materials handling and other equipment; to develop a cost is associated with additional system
conceptual plant design; to assess the technical and demonstration requirements, backup capabilities,
environmental feasibility of the project; to provide and increased operational flexibility as requested by
an implementation schedule; and to estimate capital NASA.

and operating costs and manpower requirements for Total annual operating cost for the plant,
the plant, estimated on the basis of third-quarter 1980 prices

The resulting plant design is based on the and excluding any indirect costs or capital charges,
simultaneous production of up to 90 000 pounds of was estimated to be $4 136 000. The plant is assumed
low-pressure steam per hour and a net electric power to operate 330 days per year. Total net annual output
of about 16 megawatts. The steam will be generated will be

by gasifying about 200 tons of c0al per day in a
pressurized, fluidized-bed gasifier and burning the Steam (125 psi, 430° F), Btu .................... 385 × 109
resulting low-Btu gas in a combined-cycle Electricity, Btu(kWh) ............. 444×109(130x106)
cogeneration powerplant. The cogenerated electricity
will be produced by a double-ended generator Introduction
connected to both the gas and steam turbines.
Electrical generation in excess of demand can be Until a generation ago stationary sources of power
exported to the local utility grid. and heat- whether utility, industrial, residential, or

The fuel gas produced by the gasifier contains otherwise-generally relied on coal as their fuel. This
particulates, which are removed by a combination of practice continued until the 1950's, when plentiful

' hot and cold cyclones and a venturi scrubber, and supplies of low-cost oil and natural gas led to
hydrogen sulfide, which is removed and converted to widespread displacement of coal. New power and
elemental sulfur cake in a Holmes-Stretford unit. heat plants were constructed, and many existing
Sulfur and gasifier ash constitute the bulk of the solid plants converted, to use these cleaner, more easily
waste stream, which is estimated at 50 tons per day handled fuels. Conversions were commonplace by
maximum. The gaseous waste stream from the heat- the 1960's, with the trend accelerated by the Nation's

,. recovery steam generator stack is estimated to increasing environmental concerns. The process
contain less than 0.1 pound per million Btu of sulfur continued into the first years of the past decade. But
oxides (SOx) and 10 parts per million of oxides of the OPEC oil embargo of 1973 made us startlingly
nitrogen (NOx)--both well below Environmental aware of a growing vulnerability: our dependence on



increasingly insecure and expensive foreign supplies Research Center with an alternative-energy
of petroleum. For this reason the United States has powerplant that can meet the Center's steam heating
been challenged to find a suitable way to return to and baseload electric power requirements. The goal
relianceon coal as apredominant fuel for power and of the project is to design, construct, and
heat. This is particularly so because America's characterize theoperation of a COCOGENpowerplant
known coal reserves are greater than those of any at the Lewis site in Cleveland, Ohio. The proposed r
other nation in the world. Yet, revival of coal usage powerplant can have significant near-term National
must be carried out in a manner consistent with both and regional impact if it is constructed on an
the spirit and the letter of justifiable environmental expedited basis. National benefits of this project
concerns. This is especially true for the eastern half include (1) the establishment of a viable option for
of the country, including Ohio, where high-sulfur industrial cogeneration with coal, (2) a major step
coal is the predominant variety, toward the acceptance of a utility integrated-gasifier,

The NASALewis Research Center presents a typical combined-cycle powerplant, and (3) the potential for
example of current fuel usage in power and heat development of a new environmental benchmark for
generation. Natural gas is used to fire boilers at the coal-fired powerplants. The project can achieve
Center in order to provide steam heat for use in significant regional impact through the expanded use
laboratories and other facilities. Electric power is of Eastern and Midwestern U.S. coals.
purchased from the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Operation of the powerplant will characterize the
Company(CE0. integrated-gasifier, combined-cycle concept for

As a step toward dealing with America's future utility powerplant applications and serve as a
energy needs, Federal energy policy has directed all demonstration of the environmentally acceptable use
Government buildings and installations to conserve of coal for industrial and commercial cogeneration i
natural gas and oil and, wherever practical, to applications including Federal facilities and :
convert to coal in an environmentally acceptable laboratories.
manner. This study addresses a powerplant that
would enable NASA Lewis to meet these requirements

and at the same time undertake demonstration of Powerplant Objectives i
technology that could substantially accelerate the use
of high-sulfur coal in an environmentally attractive The COCOGEN powerplant proposed will combine i
manner. Under consideration is a new kind of electric coal gasification, combined-cycle power generation, :i
powerplant that will turn "dirty" coal into a clean- and cogeneration of heat and electricity in a single
burning industrial fuel gas and use waste heat from facility. The overall concept is shown in figure 1,
the process to generate steam for heating buildings, i
In effect, air pollution will be minimal and the energy i
yield per unit of coal will be approximately doubled _ Nearcommercialdevelopment
in comparison with the conventional approach of [7"/'ACommerciallyavailablewithmodification
electric power generation alone. I--'-'] Commerciallyavailable :

The study reported herein was performed by the
Davy McKee Corporation for Lewis to assess the Low-
technical, environmental, and economic factors r"'pressur_p_t_

Heat

involved in a coal gasification-cogeneration
approach. The design objectives of the study were to Hot,dirty

fuelgas High- _Jstea.m L_m\identify applicable gasifiers, gas cleanup systems, _.__
power conversion components, waste disposal f--q pressureF urb'ne

an mat ri ,s an l n   u  m nt  o  , ct
particular equipment for a reference conceptual, Oxidant
integrated coal gasification-cogeneration powerplant _ c
design; and to develop estimates of capital and Gasifier _ ---"_Waste El ctrcity

operating costs and an engineering and construction _ I L_at ,e.schedule for a plant of this design. :

Project Goals
The Coal Gasifier Combined-CyCle Cogeneration _ Sulfur

(COCOGEN) Powerplant Project has been initiated to
assess the feasibility of providing the NASA Lewis Figure1. - Coalgasifierc0generationpowerplantconcept.



whichillustratesthe arrangementand development steamandelectricalloaddemanddata,areshownin
status of key powerplant components. A major figures 2 and 3, respectively. In general, Lewis steam
objective of the powerplant design is to minimize demand is characterized by a seasonal variation and
development risk through the use of current follows ambient temperature (degree-days). The
technology in commercially available components, electrical demand is characterized by nighttime
The code used in figure 1 indicates the technological research loads of up to 200 megawatts, daytime
status of each selected component. The gasifier is research intermediate loads of up to 40 megawatts,
considered to be near commercial development; the and an institutional baseload of about 8 megawatts.
fuel gas cooler, gas cleanup system, and gas turbine The primary function of the powerplant is to
are commercially available but require some provide the Lewis heating requirement of 125-psia,
modification; and the heat-recovery steam boiler and 430 ° F saturated steam. A maximum winter steam.
extraction steam turbine are commercially available rate of 90 000 lb/hr and a summer steam rate of
items. System integration and control are in 26 000 lb/hr were specified for the powerplant.
themselves considered to be developmental. The overall specification for electricity output was

The environmental objectives of the COCOGEN set to be greater than 8 megawatts in order to meet
powerplant are to meet or better all emissions baseload requirements. A closer definition of the
standards for solid, liquid, and gaseous waste electricity output specification was obtained from a
products while using high-sulfur coal. These waste more detailed analysis of the Lewis electrical load
streams include gasifier bottom ash, elemental sulfur profile. This was accomplished by integrating the
cake, fuel gas combustion products (NOx and SOx), daily load profile to generate the typical annual
particulate(coal dust), and waste water runoff from Lewis load-duration curve shown in figure 4, which
the coal pile. indicates the fraction of time the electrical load is

The performance objective of the powerplant is to
provide the Lewis steam heating and baseload lO_lO3-
electrical requirements with a design that uses less __rMaximum r--l
energy than a conventional coal-fired steam plant in 90- H--Average
combination with conventional electric power 80- l......._Minimum

generation, z0-

60-

Powerplant Requirements
E Annual

The conceptual design ofthe COCOGEN powerplant _, 40 average
was based on meeting the following broad set of 30-
general design criteria and the specific Lewis steam
heating and electrical loacls: 2o-

(1) The powerplant should be able to use a variety 10-
of U.S. coals, including Ohio No. 9, without 0

i I I i I [ I I I I I ipretreatment. July Aug.SepLOct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June

(2) Powerplant emissions shall meet, or better, all 1976 19n
existing EPA standards for solid, liquid, and gaseous Figure2. -NASALewisResearchCentertypicalmonthlysteam
waste streams, demand.

(3) Solidandliquidwastestreamsshallbesuitable
for direct sanitary landfill. 200

(4) Powerplant equipment should be state of the
art and commercially available without extensive 160
modification.

:_ 120
(5) Two gasifier modules shall be used to _-

e--

"_, demonstrate parallel operation for multiple-unit _ 80
applications.

(6) The gas cooler (heat exchanger) shall be limited 40
: - to modest steam conditions in order to reduce

development risk. 0
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

(7) The powerplant shall use less energy than a
conventional coal-fired steam plant in combination Daysofthe week
with conventional electric power generation. Figure3. - NASALewisResearchCentertypical
The specific Lewis requirements, based on typical dailyelectric demand(August1919).



Coal is delivered to the site by 25-ton trucks andstored in an open coal pile. It is retrieved by a system
of enclosed conveyors, crushed, weighed, and fed to

6o the feed surge bin. A pressurized lockhopper system
injects the coal into the gasifier. In the gasifier the
carbon is partially consumed by steam gasification r
and combustion and the remaining ash is

5o continuously withdrawn through the bottom of the
gasifier and transported to a silo for short-term -
storage.

40 .--Import(purchase)=_ • The fuel gas produced by the gasifier contains
_" particulates and hydrogen sulfide (HES). The solid
-o material is removed by a combination of hot and cold

"=_=3o cyclones and a venturi scrubber. The H2S is
.-= converted to elemental sulfur cake in a direct-

conversion Stretford unit. The sulfur and gasifier ash
Z0 constitute the bulk of the solid waste stream,

estimated at 50 tons per day maximum. The gaseous
waste stream from the heat-recovery steam generator

Expori(sei'l'}iiiiii!ii stack contains less than 1 ppm SOx and 10ppm NOx.
10 ii Byproduct electricity is produced by a generator

connected to both the gas turbine and the steam
turbine. The net electric power available (16 MW)

[ [ I [ [ can be used by Lewis and the excess exported to the
0 20 40 60 80 100 utility grid, depending on electrical load

Time,percentof year requirements at any particular time.
The plant design includes cooling water facilities,Figure4. - NASALewisResearchCenterannualelectric

Ioaddurationcurve, boiler feed water and condensate treatment, an
auxiliary boiler, coal pile drainage water and plant
waste water treatment, liquid-nitrogen storage and

higher than a particular value. As shown in figure 4 a evaporation, and a flare system. A detailed design
capacity of about 19 megawatts will produce description including engineering drawings is given in
approximately equal areas of energy above and appendix B. A simplified schematic of the COCOGEN

below its value; however, as can be seen from figure 3 powerplant is shown in figure 5. This figure includes
power would be both imported and exported nearly all major components and subsystems with
every day of normal Lewis operation, temperatures and pressures given at key locations.

An isometric view of the powerplant layout at the
NASA Lewis site is shown in figure 6.

Conceptual Design Summary

The COCOGEN facility has been designed to Reference System
produce up to 90 000 pounds of steam per hour at
125 psia and 430° F for space heating. This is To provide a basis for technical and economic
accomplished by gasifying up to 238 tons of Ohio evaluation, a reference system consisting of specific
No. 9 coal per day in either or both of two parallel components was selected. Details of candidate
air-blown, fluidized-bed gasifiers, burning the components examined and the evaluation criteria
resulting low-Btu gas in a gas turbogenerator, and used are given in appendix A.
recovering the heat in the exhaust to generate Evaluation and selection of the gasifier and the
superheated (750° F, 615 psia) steam to power an sulfur removal system were given major emphasis.
extraction steam turbogenerator. ' Thirty-three gasifiers were evaluated against 17

Additional high-pressure steam is produced by selection criteria, and five gasifier types were
cooling the fuel gas stream exiting the gasifier from identified as acceptable. Three categories of sulfur "
1850° F to 400° F. This steam is combined with that (acid gas) removal systems representing 11 process
produced by cooling the gas turbine exhaust from types were evaluated against five selection criteria,
I000 ° F to 270 ° F. The combined flow passes and three processes were identified as acceptable.
through an extraction steam turbine, where low- Evaluation and selection of energy conversion
pressure steam for space heating is extracted, equipment were primarily focused on gas



Stackgas
From Feedwater(506°F,718psia) (270OF)

cooler Rawgas Heat-recovery
(1850°F, 320 psi Vent gas I

steam generator(120°F,18psia) i

Evaporator
Steam Acid gasto steam A

removal and - -- - -_ - -- -
cleanup "

_onomizer
Coal

Ohio No. g) - E_a:o!tor-- -
Cleanfuelgas
(120°F, 247 psia) &

Ash -- - 1" -- - -Char and

recycle Superheater
gas Recycle ._

gas

Steam

from
Char cooler

Turbineexhaust(977°F,]4.7 psia) <superheater)
J Clean

Air I fuel gas Steam to load

,q Airbleed Condenser-,'" _ Condensate(175°F,50psla)
Figure 5. - COCOGENsimplified schematic diagram (winter condition).

1, COAL TRUCKUNLOADING
HOPPER

2= COAL STORAGEPILE
3, COAL CRUSHING STATION
4, GASIFIER
5• ASH SILO
6, SULFUR REMOVAL UNIT
7, TURBOGENERATOR/BOILER UNIT
8= BOILER FEEDWATER TREATMENT

AND STORAGE
9. COOLING TOWERAND PUMP

HOUSE
10, CONTROL ROOM AND EMPLOYEE

FACILITIES CD_12173.14
11, EXISTINGRUN-OFF BASIN
12, EXISTINQSTORAGE BUILDING
13, EXISTINGSUB-STATION "A"

Figure6. - Coalgasifier cogenerationpowerplant.



turbomachinery because of the importance of the 100-
low-Btugascombustion required of this component.
A survey of nine gas turbine manufacturers resulted 80-

in the identificationof three specificmodels that met _ , Heat-- /_///_
evaluation criteria. _ 60- ElectricltynI

An extensive system analysis was conducted to g _
determine the integrated performance and design _ \

Electricity

characteristics of the acceptable components. The _ 40- Electricityspecific reference system components, shown in _ f--"q

1.1table l, are representative of a feasible (not _. IIoptimized) system and were selected to provide t0- •
realistic estimates of system performance,
environmental impact, and costs, o Coal Conventional Oasifier COCOGEN

energy coal-fired combined- powerplant
steampowerplant cycle

Reference System Performance powerplant
; Figure L - Comparisonof energyutilizationefficiency.

The reference system components, shown in
table I, were integrated into a complete powerplant (38 tons per day) and from the venturi scrubber
conceptual design, and system performance was (2 tons per day), sulfur cake from the Holmes-
determined for both a summer and winter design Stretford process (8 tons per day for a 4-percent-
point. Actual plant performance will vary between sulfur coal); and SOx and NOx from the heat-these two designpoint extremes. recoverysteamgenerator stack (< 0.1 lb/106 Btu SOx

Powerplant performance is shown in table II. and < 10ppm NOx).The sulfur and ash solid wastes
Included in the performance summary is coal should be suitable for sanitary landfilldisposaleither
utilization efficiency, which is defined as the total as separate or combined streams.
plant electricaland thermal output energydividedby Emissionsto the air, specificallySOxand NOx, are
the energy (heating value) of the coal input. The a factor of 10belowcurrent environmentalstandards

COCOGEN powerplant efficiencyis compared with the and may represent a new environmental benchmark
efficiency of other competing powerplant types in for the useof high-sulfurcoal. Figure9 comparesthe
figure 7. The comparison includes large-scale relative quantity of emissions from a COCOGEN
conventionalRankine-cyclesteam powerplants (with powerplant with those from a conventional direct-
flue gas desulfurization) and large-scale gasifier coal-fired steam powerplant (with scrubbers) of
combined-cycle powerplants. Thus the overall equivalent output. Total COCOGEN powerplant
efficiency advantages of cogeneration, for an emissionsare about 60 percent (by weight) of those
industrial, small-scale COCOGENpowerplant, are
significant.

Details of powerplant performance, including

mass and heat balances and power and heat :-.z_>-_,_i_
distribution, are given in appendix B, tables XII 200tons/day
to XV. ofc0al

ReferenceSystemEmissions _ 1Ibno6BtuSOx*

systemdesignwereassessedand compared with those
of conventional coal-fired powerplants. A detailed coalgasifierc0generationp0werplant
evaluationof emissionsand wasteproducts from the
COCOGEN powerplant is given in appendix B. This t
section of the report summarizes the environmental " €
impact of the referencesystem designand includesa A_ _lfur cake
comparisonwith conventionalcoal-fired utility
powerplants. _

The type and quantity of emissions and waste 40t0ns/day _ _"_78t°ns/day
products from the COCOGEN reference system design .... Tosanitarylandfill....
are illustrated in figure 8. A nominal throughputof *EPAstandard:L2lb/106Btuforcoal-firedplant
200 tons per day of Ohio No. 9 coal results in the **EPAstandard:75ppmforgasturbines
emissionof ash and carbon from the gasifierbottom Figure8. - NASALewisCOCOGENpowerplantenvironmentalimpact.

6



award. An average manpower loading of 90 to 100
100.... _ S°x man-hours with a 150 to 160 man-hour peak at 60

"-NOx percent of construction completion was assumed.
e-
,_ 80--
L.

_€ Sulfur Cost Estimates
•-°= 60 -- (sludge) rNOx + SOx

•_ _ The capital and operating costs for the COCOGEN
Sulfur

"n (cake) powerplant are based on estimates for design,
40- construction, and operation typical of a first-of-a-

•w kind powerplant. In particular, contingencies are
included in engineering design man-hours, vendor

20- Ash Ash quotes for major hardware packages requiring
modification from "off the shelf," and operating
manpower and maintenance requirements.

Conventional COCOGEN Capital cost estimates are based on third-quarter
• c0al-fired p0werplant 1980 dollars and are accurate to -4-20 percent. ,

steampowerplant Operating cost estimates are based on third-quarter
Figure9. -Comparisonofp0werplantemissions. 1980 dollar costs for materials and manpower.

from the conventional powerplant. In addition, the

COCOGENelemental sulfur cake product is more Capital Costs
easily handled than the sludge generated by
conventional wet-flue-gas desulfurization methods. The total direct cost of the reference system design

is estimated to be $51 270 000. This includes vendor
quotes for the coal gasifier package, the sulfur

Powerplant Implementation Schedule removal package, and the power generation package,
as well as detailed estimates for the coal-handling

A schedule for engineering, procurement, and area, gasifier and powerplant auxiliaries, and site
construction of the COCOGENpowerplant was development and supporting facilities. The
developed and is shown in figure 10. The bar chart components included in each of the aforementioned
schedule shows the estimated durations for all categories are listed in table III. The total indirect
activities based on the assumption that a single cost of the reference system design is estimated at
engineering construction company would have total $7 030 000. This includes $2 250 000 field indirect
project responsibility. The total duration from cost for construction management and $4 780 000
contract award to startup is 42 months, for professional design and integration services. All

The 16-month duration for engineering is based on capital costs and exclusions are summarized in
an engineering man-hour estimate and typical table IV.
durations for design erigineering activities. An
average manpower loading of 30 to 35 man-hours,

with a peak of 55 to 60 man-hours at the eighth Operating Costs
month, was assumed.

Procurement duration estimates were based on Operating cost estimates for the reference system
vendor delivery information for thereferencesystem, design were based on meeting the Lewis steam
For the activities between the inquiry stage and demand with a powerplant on-stream availability of
placement of purchase orders, the following 90percent (330 days/yr) and standby gas-fired boiler
durations (in weeks) were used: operation of 10percent (35 days/yr). The assumption

,o Bid period ............... ..... ................................. 4 of steady-state operation at rated load results in the
'-; Commercial and technical analysis ...................... 3 maximum (conservative) variable cost • estimates

Client approval .............................................. 3 shown in table V. Labor cost estimates were based onfirst-of-a-kind powerplant operationuresulting in
•. Purchase order placed ...................................... 1 maximum (conservative) estimates of manpower

The critical long-duration items are the fabrication requirements. The estimated labor requirements for a
and delivery of the sulfur removal unit and the power three-shift operation are given in table VI. The
generation unit. estimated direct annual operating cost of $4 136 090

Construction duration was estimated at 26 provides for the generation of 385 x 109Btu of steam
months, with field opening 16 months after contract and 130x 106kilowatt-hours of electricity.
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Figure10.- Powerplantimplementationschedule.



Conclusions : metropolitan park--was found to be acceptable. No
environmental barriers are foreseen.

On the basis of the conceptual design developed in The conceptual design powerplant generates about
this study, it was concluded that a coal gasifier 16 megawatts of electricity while providing the
cogeneration combined-cycle powerplant is feasible Center's steam heating load of 26 000 to 90 000
for the NASA Lewis Research Center site in pounds per hour from a coal throughput of 205 to
Cleveland, Ohio. Screening and evaluation of 238 tons per day of Ohio No. 9. Overall coal
candidate gasifiers, sulfur removal processes, and utilization efficiency will vary from 44.4 percent
power conversion hardware led to the identification (summer) to 71.4 percent (winter). Solid waste
of a.reference system for this feasibility study. This streams of up to 40 tons of ash and 8 tons of sulfur
system was used as the basis for assessing per day are expected to be suitable for sanitary
performance, emissions, and capital and operating landfill. Emissions to the air will be an order of
costs, magnitude below current Federal standards with

The powerplant will use high-sulfur Eastern coal in sulfur and nitrogen oxide levels of 0.1 Ib/106 Btu and
an environmentally superior manner while providing 10 ppm, respectively,
twice the coal utilization efficiency of conventional The total direct capital cost for powerplant
electric powerplants. In addition, it can be built with procurement and construction was conservatively
essentially current technology and can have broad estimated at $51.27 million (1980 dollars). Indirect
application tO both industrial sites and utilities for capital costs of $7.03 million (1980 dollars) include
new and retrofit applications. The proposed NASA design and construction management. Operating
Lewis Research Center site in Cleveland, costs were estimated at $4,14 million (1980 dollars)
OhioDlocated between a major airport and a annually.

_t



Appendix A

Component Evaluation and
Reference System Selection

¢

Gaslfiers and gases mix well, resulting in excellent solid-gas

Classification contact.Fluidized-bedgasifiersgenerallyhavea wide
operating range, produce a tar- and oil-free product

Coal gasification involves the reaction of coal with gas, can tolerate any particle size, possess a high
air or oxygen and steam to yield a gaseous product degree of process reliability, and have a high capacity
suitable for use as a source of energy or as a raw per cross-sectional area. They generally are
material for the synthesis of other materials. An considered one of the easiest to control and the safest
important advantage of coal gasification over the gasifier types because of the large carbon inventory
direct combustion of coal is greater ease in the in the bed.
removal of unwanted chemical species, such as Entrained-flow gasifiers.-Coal is fed into
sulfur. Past experience has shown that it is generally entrained-flow gasifiers as finely ground particles
less expensive to remove sulfur from a gaseous fuel suspended or entrained in the oxidant stream.
priorto combustionthan it is to removeit from Entrained-flowgasifiersare operatedat veryhigh
combustedgaseousproducts, temperatures,and coal particles react with the

Existing coal gasifier designs can be classified into oxidants as they are carried into the gasifier. Because
four categories: reactions are rapid,entrained-flowgasifiersgenerally

(1)Fixed-bedgasifiers have high capacities. Additional advantages of
(2) Fluidized-bed gasifiers entrained-flow gasifiers are their ability to use any
(3) Entrained-flow gasifiers coal type and their production of a tar- and oil-free
(4) Miscellaneous gasifiers gas. Disadvantages include the requirement to

Fixed-bed gasifiers.- Coal is normally fed by pulverize the coal beforehand, the special materials
gravity into the top of fixed-bed gasifiers. The coal and construction required to handle the high
forms a bed that moves slowly downward through temperatures, and less inherent safety than the other
the gasifier as air or oxygen and steam flow gasifier categories because of the faster response
countercurrently upward. The bed consists of several times required.
distinct zones: a drying and devolatilization zone at Miscellaneous gasifiers. -The miscellaneous
the top, a gasification zone, a combustion zone, and category of gasifiers includes those that do not fit
an ash or slag zone near the bottom. Advantages of clearly into the fixed-bed, fluidized-bed, or
fixed-bed gasifiers over other gasifier types include entrained-flow categories. Gasifiers in this category
low solids carryover into the product gas, good gas- are currently experimental in nature and many
to-solid contact resulting in good carbon conversion, employ a second medium--such as a molten salt,
and inherent safety because of the large fuel iron, or slag bathmto enhance gasification.
inventory within the gasifier itself. Disadvantages of
fixed-bed gasifiers are their inability to handle highly Evaluation and Selection
swelling and caking coals, limitations as to the
percentage of fines they can accept, and a relatively Gasifiers were evaluated for the Lewis COCOGEN
low gas production rate per gasifier cross-sectional facility by comparing the characteristics of available
area. Fixed-bed gasifiers are operated at lower gasifier designs with the gasifier Characteristics
temperatures than other gasifiers, and thus tars and desired. The desired characteristics were based on a
oils generated in the product gas require a removal set of specific criteria that were developed jointly by

" step. NASAand Davy McKee. These criteria in order of
Fluidized-bed gasifiers. -Fluidized-bed gasifiers decreasing importance are as follows: t

are characterized by a bed of coal in the fluidized (1) The gasifier must be able to use any U.S. coal
condition. Each coal particle is separately suspended (including Ohio).
by the flow of air or oxygen and steam from the (2) The stage of development must be at least
bottom of the gasifier. No grates are required and, near commercialization.
because fluidized-bed particles remain in continuous (3) Gasifier sizes (capacities) available must meet
motion, no external mechanical agitation is needed, NASA needs.
thus simplifying operation and maintenance. Solids (4) Pressurization up to 400 psia is required.
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(5) Reliability and safety must be verifiable. (Westinghouse and U-Gas) appear to be particularly
(6) The amount of tars and oils produced must be attractive for the Lewis application. The

negligible. Westinghouse gasifier was selected as the reference
(7) The ability of handle fines is required, for the conceptual design on the basis of successfully
(8) Waste product must be environmentally meeting all evaluation criteria.

acceptable.
(9) Coal conversion efficiency must exceed 85 Gas Treatment and Cleanup

percent.
(10) Turndown ability without significant The product gases generated in most gasifiers

performance loss is required, contain high levels of dust and impurities as well as
(11) The method of feeding coal must be undesirable chemical species. For the COCOGEN

compatible with the NASA Lewis site. application the product fuel gas must be extremely
(12) Product gases must be cleanable by clean and essentially free of large ash particles,

commercial processes, metallic elements such as vanadium and sodium, and
(13) Maximum height cannot exceed 80 feet. sulfur. These impurities will adversely affect the life
(14) No special or costly coal preparation or of gas turbine blades and, in addition, contribute to

pretreatment can be required, air pollution.
(15) Cost estimate and delivery schedule must be Particulate removal.-Fluidized-bed gasifiers

provided bythevendor, produce a raw gas product carrying carbon-
(16) Vendor cooperation and design assistance is containing particles. These particles must be removed

required, prior to combustion. Typically the dust or ash
(17) Both air and oxygen operation is desirable, loading of the gas leaving fluidized-bed gasifiers is
Thirty-three different gasifiers were considered, about 35 to 40 grains per standard cubic foot of dry

These gasifiers are listed in table VII according to gas, with an average particle size of about 0.3
generic type--fixed bed, fluidized bed, entrained millimeter.
flow, and miscellaneous. Acid gas removal - Much of the sulfur present in

Candidate gasifiers were evaluated against the coal leaves the gasifier as so-called acid gases, H2S
selection criteria through a combination of literature and COS. Typically over 90 percent of the sulfur is in
search, vendor contacts, and site visits. These results the form of H2S. The product gas must be treated to
are shown in table VIII, which evaluates all candidate remove these sulfur compounds in order to meet
gasifiers against the five most important criteria. A environmental standards for sulfur oxides, which are
checkmark indicates that a particular gasifer meets a formed during combustion in the gas turbine.
particular criterion; an X indicates that it does not. A Conventional coal-burning powerplants are
single X eliminated a gasifier from further restricted by the EPA as to the amount of these
consideration, compounds they can emit into the atmosphere. At

Five gasifiers were judged initially acceptable for this time no regulations exist for permissible amounts
the proposed plant. They are (not necessarily in order of sulfur in exhaust gases from gasified coal
of preference): processes. It is expected, however, that when

(1) Fixed bed--British Gas Corp. regulations are established, they will be equivalent to
(2) Fluidized bed--U-Gas and Westinghouse those relating to powerplants that burn coal directly.
(3) Entrained flow--Babcock & Wilcox and

Texaco Classification--Acid Gas Removal
A detailed system analysis for each of the five
gasifiers was conducted to evaluate their Except for coals with verylow sulfur levels, below
characteristics and requirements when operated in an about 0.1 percent, fuel gases produced by
integrated COCOGEN system. Overall system gasification will probably require an acidgas removal
performance and mass and energy balances were step to reduce the sulfur content. Many different
estimated for each gasifier for the following specific processes to extract the acid gas species from fuel

_ cases: gases have been developed, and most are available

Coal type ....................... Ohio No. 9, Illinois No. 6 commercially today. In general, these processes fall
, Coal throughput, tons per day ................... 200-800 into three categories:

Oxidant, percent oxygen .............. ,..21 (air), 60, 80 (1) Chemical-solvent processes
(2) Physical-solvent processes

Pressure, psi ......................................... 100-360 (3) Direct-conversion process
Results of preliminary system analyses showed that For processes in the first two categories an additional

the pressurized, fluidized-bed gasifiers step (a Claus plant) is required to recover sulfur as a
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final product. The direct-conversion process standard cubic foot of drygas. This level is within the
eliminates this requirement because H2S is oxidized acceptable dust loading for typical moving
directly to elemental sulfur, machinery parts. In addition, the particulate loading

Chemical-solvent processes. - These processes are in the final gas is likely to decrease even furtheras the
characterized by relatively high heats of solution and gas exiting the venturi is cooled. Condensate forms
are not sensitive to operating pressure. The during this cooling and carries additional particles
concentration levels of the absorbents, however, are with it. The condensate is separated from the product
important since they determine the circulation rates gas in a knockout drum. The product gas is cooled to
and subsequent regeneration heat requirements, about 120° F before being sent to the desulfurization
which are generally high. unit for H2S removal•

Physical-solvent processes.-These processes have Acid gas removal. -Most chemical-solvent
low heats of solution, and the solubilities of the acid processes were found to have high affinity for CO2
gases depend on their partial pressures. At pressures and to remove a large percentage of the CO2 that is
below 200 psia little absorption occurs unless the acid present. If large amounts of CO2 are present, the
gas concentration in the fuel gas is high or the ability to remove sulfur suffers and the resulting

: absorption is done at very low temperatures, below product gas may retain as much as 600 ppm sulfides.
i -70" F. The energy required for regeneration for Certain solvents, such as Alkazid DIK,however, can '

physical solvent processes is much less than that for reduce the sulfides to 50 ppm and provide an H2S
chemical-solvent processes, stream gas suitable for further processing in a Claus

Direct-conversion process.-This process is (tail gas) plant. Of the chemical-solvent processes
characterized by oxidation-reduction reactions. The studied, the Alkazid-Claus is acceptable for the
H2S in the fuel gas is absorbed in an alkaline solution Lewis application.
containing oxidizing agents in a short-residence-time An advantage of physical-solvent processes is that
contact unit, usually a venturi contactor. The the vapor pressures of most physical solvents are low
resulting solution is then oxidized by air and the and thus carryover of the solvent into the product gas
sulfide is oxidized to elemental sulfur. The sulfur is very low. Carbon-steel construction is common
product is then separated by froth flotation without with physical solvent processes. A major
any heat addition, disadvantage that physical-solvent processes share

with chemical-solvent processes is that many result in
Evaluation and Selection H2S:CO 2 ratios in the waste gas stream that are too

low to allow economical processing of the gas in a
Two principal criteria are important in the Claus plant. The Selexol, Rectisol, and Alkazid

selection of a particulate removal system. First, the processes are exceptions. Of the physical-solvent
system must reduce the quantity and size of processes studied, the Selexol-Claus is acceptable.
particulates appearing in the product gas to make the This process selectively removes H2S down to the
gas suitable for combustion in a gas turbine. Second, 5 ppm level while also removing about 15 percent of
the system must have a proven record of high the CO2 present in the product gas. The minimum
performance and low maintenance, operating pressure for a Selexol unit is about 200 psi.

The following criteria were established for the The Stretford direct-conversion process was
selection of a suitable acid gas removal process: examined, and Peabody's Holmes-Stretford system

(1) The process must accommodate a 100-percent was selected for evaluation. This process is unique in
range of sulfur contents in the product gas (typically that it is not influenced by total gas pressure or by the
from 0.47 to 1.0 mole percent H2S). sulfur level of the product gas. It can be operated at

(2) The process must accommodate a wide range all pressures and with any concentration of H2S. It
of gas pressure and be particularly effective above requires no tail-gas plant because, as mentioned
200 psi. earlier, elemental sulfur is produced and removed

(3) The process should remove a minimum of directly, with a resulting sulfur level of the product
carbon dioxide from the product gas. gas as low as 5 ppm. The Holmes-Stretford process,

(4) The process should be commercially proven however, does not remove COS nor will it be €
and should not add detrimental impurities to the economical for gases containing CO2 when the CO2
product gas. partialpressure exceeds 20 psia. These factors arenot

Particulate removal.-The dust removal system considerations for the Lewis application because of "
selected for the reference design consists of two the small COS concentration and a CO2 partial
initial hot cyclones treating the gas exiting the gasifier pressure less than 20 psia.! •

followed by a third cold cyclone and a wet ventun The three processes, Alkazid or Selexol in
scrubber. The exhaust gas coming from the scrubber combination with a Claus plant and Holmes-
will have a dust loading of less than 0.001 grain per Stretford, were then compared. Although it was
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judged that any of these three processes could be recovery steam generator, and extraction steam
used, the Holmes-Stretford process met all the turbine. The gas turbine combustor must have the
selection criteria at the lowest cost and was therefore capability to fire low-Btu gas and additionally must
used in the reference design, be able to supply pressurized air bleed (to a system-

integrated coal gasifier) without causing a

Power Generation compressor-turbine mismatch. The steam turbine
shall operate at modest steam conditions (to

Components minimize development risk in the gas cooler) and
shall include provision for steam extraction at

Combined-cycle powerplants typically consist of 125 psia for heating and 50 psia for water treatment.
three basic components: (1) a gas turbine generator Steam requirements.-The steam turbine must
set, (2) a waste-heat-recovery boiler, and (3) a steam generate up to 90 000 pounds of steam per hour
turbine generator set. Fuel is combusted in the gas during winter months and about 26 000 pounds per
turbine to generate electric power. The exhaust gas hour at other times. The steam should be generated
from the gas turbine is passed through the waste- by using, in part, condensate returning from the
heat-recovery boiler, wheresteam is produced either existing Lewis facility.
with or without supplemental fuel combustion. Electric power requirements. - The electric power
Steam from the waste-heat-recovery boiler is sent to a output shall meet Lewis baseload demand levels of
steam turbine, which generates additional electricity. 8 megawatts.

A variety of packaged combined-cycle power Operation. -The selected electric power and steam
generating systems are offered by manufacturers, generation componentsshould provide high
However, because of the special needs for low- performance and reliable operation over the range
pressure steam extraction to provide heating and mode of steam demand. The preferred mode of
(cogeneration) and the capability to burn low-Btu operation is to run the gas turbine at design
fuel gas, an assembly of individual components was (baseload) conditions and let the extraction rate of
selected for the Lewis application, the steam turbine fluctuate with seasonal demand. In

addition, the gas turbine must be capable of dual fuel
operation, using both low-Btu and natural gas fuels.

Evaluation and Selection A survey of major power generation
manufacturers was conducted. The availability of

Selection criteria were developed for power both heat-recovery steam generators and extraction
generation equipment. Candidate equipment was steam turbines was found to be good. The
evaluated and compared, and one set of components availability of small state-of-the-art gas turbine
was selected for use in the conceptual plant design on equipment was more restricted. Three machines were
the basis of these criteria. Important selection criteria identified as being appropriate for this application.
included the following: The characteristics of these gas turbines are shown in

General configuration.-The power generation table IX. Of the three suitable gas turbines the
system shall use commerciallyavailablestate-of-the- Westinghouse CW182 machine was used in the
art components to the maximum extent possible and conceptual design reference system together with a
shall include a gas (combustion) turbine, heat- model M25 extraction steam turbine.
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Appendix B
Conceptual Plant Design

Design Basis sized for a throughput of 240 tons of coal per day.
The analysis of Ohio No. 9 coal as used in this study

Steam and power generation. -The design basis is shown in table X.

for the steam produced by the powerplant was Sulfur removal and recovery.-The design
derived from data provided by NASAfor a typical specification for the Holmes-Stretford sulfur
12-month period. From these data two hourly steam removal unit is based on processing 238 tons per day
production rates were selected for performing (19 810 lb/hr) of Ohio No. 9 coal with a sulfur
detailed heat and material balance calculations. One content of 5 percent. This represents a maximum-
rate (designated "winter case") is 90 000 pounds of sulfur case for the winter design condition.
steam per hour and corresponds approximately to the The resulting specification for the fuel gas to the
maximum consumption recorded. The second rate Holmes-Stretford unit is given in table XI along with
selected for design calculations (designated "summer a minimum-sulfur design operating case equivalent
case") is 26 000 pounds of steam per hour. This rate to 205 tons per day (17 065 lb/hr) of Ohio No. 9 coal
actually represents a range of operations throughout with 2.4 percent sulfur content. The product gas
the year and includes spring, summer, and fall from the Holmes-Stretford unit was specified to have
conditions, a maximum H2S concentration of 5 ppm by volume

The varying steam load will be accommodated by and sodium plus potassium levels and vanadium
the Westinghouse M25 two-stage extraction steam levels each less than 0.1 ppm (by weight).
turbine running in combination with a modified Soils data.-A review of test boring data for an
Westinghouse CW182 low-Btu, gas-fired turbine, area adjacent to the proposed plant site indicates that
Steam for heating is extracted at 125 psia, and the soil is suitable for the construction without piling.
deaerator steam is extracted at 50 psia. Boiler feed water and condensate. -Boiler feed

The design basis for the electric power generated water is treated by reverse osmosis based on 2 percent
by the reference gas turbine-steam turbine set will be blowdown to produce 615-psia, 750° F steam.
18.9 megawatts gross (summer)and 18.5 megawatts Condensate is returned from the existing heating
gross (winter). Gas turbine gross outputs will vary system and treated prior to reuse.
between 11.5 and 14.4 megawatts, and steam turbine Nitrogen. -Nitrogen is required in the gasification
gross outputs between 7.4 and 4.1 megawatts, plant for startup, to pressurize vessels, and to purge
respectively, instruments. A liquid-nitrogen storage and

Coal storage and handling--ash vaporization system can be rented for this purpose.
collection.-Washed coal is delivered to the site by The new facility equipment will include a booster
trucks of approximately 25-ton capacity. An open compressor to raise the vaporized nitrogen to the
coal pile is provided based on three days "live" gasifier operating pressure.
storage capacity and 15 days "dead" storage Cooling water.-The plant will have a cooling
capacity. The coal feed system is designed to supply water facility including a cooling tower, circulating
up to 200 tons of coal per day simultaneously to each pumps, and cooling water treatment.
of the two gasifier trains. The product from the roll Electricity. -The plant electrical system will be
crusher (and feed to the gasifier) is minus 1/4 inch, connected to the existing substation adjacent to the
with fines not exceeding I0 percent of minus 100 site. It is designed to draw power from the substation
mesh. Ash is collected from both gasifier trains in a or to feed power to the utility company grid. A
storage silo designed to contain about three days 300-kilowatt standby diesel generator is provided to
production, furnish power to an auxiliary package boiler, to the

Gasification.-Two duplicate Westinghouse air- gas turbine auxiliaries, and for emergency lighting
blown, pressurized, fluidized-bed gasifier modules and instrument power.
are provided to demonstrate parallel operation. The Steam. -Four levels of steam are produced in the
gasifier modules include feedbins, lockhoppers, plant: 615-psia, 750° F steam for the steam turbine,
cyclones, raw gas coolers (steam generators), steam 427-psia, 502° F steam for the gasifier, 125-psia,
drums, pumps, a recyclegas compressor, piping, and 430° F steam for heating, and 50-psia, 298° F steam
instruments. Each gasifier has a maximum design for the deaerator.
capacity of 200 tons per day of Ohio No. 9 coal. The Fire protection. - The existing Lewis fire station
two modules can be operated together or singly. For will service the plant. The fire waterline will be
example, each gasifier may operate at about 60 extended to the plant site as required, and a sprinkler
percent capacity since the downstream equipment is system will be provided in the coal-handling area.
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Reliability.- Two further provisions have been addition for neutralization and to agglomerate the
included in the plant design to insure that Lewis loads solids, the effluent water can be discharged to the
can be met at all times. First, the gas turbine is existing creek adjacent to the site.
specified to burn natural gas, which permits the Climatic data.-The following climatic data for
production of steam and electric power during the Cleveland area were used in the conceptual
gasifier train outages. Second, a natural-gas-fired design: summer design temperature, 80* F; winter
auxiliary boiler is provided to produce 100 000 design temperature, 20* F.
pounds of steam per hour completely independently Coal handling system. -The design of the facility
of the operation of the gasification and power is based on the delivery of coal by trucks of
generation sections of the plant. In addition, total approximately 25-ton capacity. Coal can be delivered
duplication of pumps has been provided throughout economically from southern Ohio in about 3 hours
the plant, on interstate highways.

Coal trucks can proceed from the main highway
adjacent to the Center (Ohio Rt. 17) along Hangar

Site Considerations Access Road without going through the facility itself.
Solid waste materials can be removed by truck in the

A presently vacant potential site for the facility is same manner. Costs have been included to upgrade
located at the southeast corner of the NASALewis and extend Hangar Access Road to accommodate
Research Center. This site was evaluated and judged this increased truck traffic.
to be acceptable for the following reasons:

(1) The proposed site is on NASAproperty, under
NASA control. Design Description

(2) It is level and relatively clear.
(3) The site includes an existing coal pile area and The COCOGENpowerplant design is shown in detail

drainage water collection basin that can be used with in the process flow diagrams for each plant
the new facility, subsystem at the end of this appendix.

(4) It is accessible for coal delivery and ash

removal by trucks using an existing road adjacent to Coal Receiving and Storage
the main Lewis complex. Thus the required truck
traffic will cause minimal disturbance to routine The washed coal is dumped into the truck hopper
activities. (BN-101) and conveyed by the belt feeder (FE-101)

(5) It is adjacent to an existing electrical substation and a transport conveyor (CO-101) to the storage
and about 1000 feet from a main steam distribution pile. Conveyor CO-101 is sized to deliver 100 tons
line, which facilitates tie-ins to the power and steam per hour. A dust suppression system (DC-101)
systems, applies a wetting compound to the coal in the

(6) It is large enough to accommodate the unloading area at critical points in order to inhibit
powerplant without overcrowding, dust formation. A suspended magnet (SM-101)

The only restriction applicable to the site is its removes tramp metal from the coal moving on
proximity to Cleveland Hopkins International conveyor CO-101.
Airport. An exclusion line for possible future The coal is transferred from the transport
expansion Of the airport runs adjacent to the site but conveyor to the loading spout (DC-103), which
does not interfere with it. The exclusion includes a distributes it evenly to the drawdown hopper
height limitation of approximately 80 feet at the (FE-102). This hopper and the free-flowing coal
proposed site. Since the process equipment selected above it constitute a 600-ton "live" storage capacity
for the reference system will not exceed 80 feet in equivalent to about 3 days coal consumption at
height, this limitation presents no difficulties, normal operating levels. The surrounding coal

Coalpile drainage.- The Rainfall Frequency Atlas storage of 3300-ton capacity provides an additional
of the U.S. Weather Bureau gives the 10-year, 15days of "dead" storage reserve. The coal from the

. 24-hour storm for Cleveland as 3.3 inches. The dead storage pile is moved into the drawdown hopper
resulting required runoff volume, based on the area by a bulldozer or front-end loader.
of the coal pile and a coefficient of imperviousness of The coal is retrieved from the coal pile by the

• 0.8 for the coal, is 102 500 gallons. The proposed "vibrating feeder (FE-103) and a transport conveyor
treatment system will collect and treat the runoff (CO-102). Conveyor CO-102is sized for a maximum
water to give an effluent with less than 50 milligrams rate of over 400 tons per day so that it can
per liter of suspended solids and a pH of 6 to 8. The simultaneously supply coal to each gasifier train at its
runoff water will be collected in the existing design operatingcapacity. Metal detectors(MD-101)
150 000-gallon basin. After lime and polymer automatically stop the conveyors if metallics are
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detected on the belt, thereby protecting the The ash, cooled by the incoming coal-steam-air
downstream crusher (CR-101). mixture, is collected in batch fashion in the ash

A belt scale (BS-101) meters the total coal feed rate lockhoppers (BN-204) below the gasifier. From the
to the crusher. The crusher is designed to process 400 lockhoppers the ash is conveyed by the char transfer
tons of coal per day, reducing it from 2 inches x 0 to conveyors to the ash silo (BN-501). These processes
1/4 inch x 0 with fines not exceeding I0 percent of of devolatization, combustion, gasification, and ash
minus I00 mesh. agglomeration take place simultaneously.

The crushed coal is moved to the gasifier area by Because of the required fluidization velocity the
the flexible-wall, fast-rise transport conveyor exit gas from the gasifier carries some particles. The
(CO-103) at a maximum rate of 400 tons per day. A particles are separated from the 1850° to 1950° F gas
belt conveyor (FE-104) and a transport conveyor by the primary cyclone (CY-201) and the secondary
((20-104) feed coal at 200 tons per day to one of the cyclone (CY-202) operating in series. The solids from
two gasification modules by means of a belt scale the primary and secondary cyclones are collected in
(BS-102). Coal not directed to the first module the primary-and secondary-cyclone discharge bins
automatically overflows to the second module. The (BN-205 and BN-206). Fromthese bins they are
result is that up to 200 tons per day can be fed to reinjected into the gasifier thl:ough a lockhopper
either gasification module simultaneously, system consisting of the fines-receiving lockhopper

At the transfer points and areas of turbulence, dust (BN-207), the fines-pressurizing lockhopper
collectors (CD-102, 104, 105), which include bag (BN-208), and the fines-feed lockhopper (BN-209).
houses, are provided to capture and recycle fines. The sensible heat in the hot gas leaving the

secondary cyclone (CY-202) is used in the waste-

Coal Gasification and Waste Heat Recovery heat-recovery train, which consists of a series of heat
exchangers (high-pressure steam generator, H-201;

The gasification-heat recovery equipment is high-pressure steam superheater, H-202; low-
comprised of two duplicate trains or modules. One pressure steam generator-superheater, H-203; and
train is designated by 200-series tag numbers and the fuel gas heater, H-204). These produce 610-psig,
other by 400-series tag numbers, with the 750° F superheated steam and 400-psig, 510° F
understanding that the description of 200-series tag gasifier reaction steam and preheat the fuel gas
numbers that follows also. applies to the train of stream. High-pressure steam drum (D-201) and low-
duplicate equipment. The Westinghouse gasification pressure steam drum (D-202) feed the boilers
unit is designed for a gasifier operating pressure of through recirculating pumps (high-pressure steam
320 psia and requires coal, air, and steam, generator feed pump, P-201; and low-pressure steam

Coal from the coal feed surge bin (BN-201) is fed generator feed pump, P-202). Raw-gas-cooler fines-
by gravity to the lockhopper feed system (BN-202). receiving bins (BN-210 and BN-21 I) collect char
It is brought to gasifier pressure by pressurizing it particles from the heat exchangers for reinjection to
with nitrogen and then passed on to the pressurized the gasifier.
coal hopper (BN-203). The lockhopper feed system The fuel gas exiting the heat exchanger train is
operates on a cyclic basis consisting of coal feeding, cooled to 400° F. It passes to the cold cyclone
pressurization with nitrogen, pressurized coal passing (CY-203) for further particulate removal before
to hopper BN-203, and depressurization, continuing to the venturi scrubber (S-201). Any char

Coal from hopper BN-203 is fed to the gasifier removed by cyclone CY-203 is collected in the cold
(R-201) pneumatically by a mixture of steam and air cyclone fines-receiving bin (BN-212) and reinjected
through rotary valves at the bottom of hopper in the gasifier.
BN-203. In the gasifier the coal is heated by its own

heat of combustion to high temperature in a Gas Cleanup and Recycling
recirculating fluidized bed. At these conditions the
coal goes through a devolatilization reaction to form The final particulate removal to a level acceptable
char, which consists essentially of carbon and ash. for gas turbine operation is achieved by using the
Part of the char formed during the devolatilization venturi scrubber (S-201). The gas enters the scrubber t
reaction is partially combusted to generate the heat at 400* F and is cooled to about 256* F, and
required to drive the gasification reaction. The particulates are removed to a level of 1grain per 1000
remainder of the char reacts with steam to form low- standard cubic feet. To minimize water
Btu fuel gas. At a temperature above 1900" F the ash requirements, the venturi scrubber water is cooled in
present in the char becomes sticky and forms the slurry interchanger (E-204)and the slurry cooler
spherical agglomerates that deflhidize and are (E-205). The water is recirculated after the
removed continuously from the bottom of the bed. particulate is removed in the settler (T-502). This
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settler serves both gasification trains, solution must be twice that of the hydrosulflde it is
The gas leaving the venturi scrubber is further required to neutralize.

cooled to 120° F in the product gas condenser In normally constituted wash liquor and in the
(E-203), and water is separated out in the condensate absence of a sequestering agent, the quadrivalent
drum (D-203). From here it is sent to the Holmes- vanadium is insoluble. If a plant is run with a
Stretford desulfurization unit (SYS-2501). Part of stoichiometric deficiency of vanadium and/or a
the process condensate collected in drum D-203 is deficiency of sequestering agent, vanadium is
returned to the venturi scrubber (S-201) as makeup precipitated from the solution and lost from the
water, and the remainder is sent to the steam process.
generation system. After the hydrosulfide oxidation stage the wash

Part of the cooled gas from drum D-203 is used to liquor contains sulfur particles. Before it is
pneumatically convey the particulate collected in the recirculated to the hydrogen sulfide absorption step,
hot cyclones, the waste-heat-recovery train, and the air is bubbled through the solution. This serves two
cold cyclone to the gasifier. The recycled gas is purposes:
compressed to 360 psig by the recycle gas compressor (1) The bubbles of air attach themselves to the
(C-201). sulfur particles, causing them to rise and float as a

froth, which is removed and dewatered.
(2) The quadrivalent vanadium is reoxidized withSulfur Removal and Recovery

the aid of an oxygen carrier.
The reference sulfur removal and recovery system In the reversible cycle, anthraquinone/

for the conceptual design is the Peabody Holmes- semianthraquinone (a salt of the 2:7-disulfonic acid)
Stretford process unit (SYS-2501). The design basis is employed as an oxygen carrier from the air in the
for the unit is a maximum H2S feed gas production of the quinone form and/or h},drogen
concentration of 1.0 percent by volume, peroxide. Either oxidant restores the quadrivalent
corresponding to 12 standard tons of sulfur per day. vanadium to the pentavalent state, itself being
Normal H2S feed gas concentration is 0.47 percent by reduced to the semiquinone Or water. The rate of
volume, corresponding to 4.75 standard tons of oxidation rises with increasing pH (increasing
sulfur per day. Process data for both cases are given hydroxyl-ion concentration.). The pH of the wash
in the process flow diagrams at the end of this liquor increases with the sum of sodium carbonate
appendix. The particulate-free, cool gas (combined and bicarbonate concentrations. Because quinone
streams from the two gasification trains)containing acts as an oxygen carrier in a cyclic manner, its
0.47 percent by volume of H2S (design concentration is not related to the vanadium
concentration; the maximum concentration is 0.99 molarity. The lower limit of quinone concentration is
percent) is sent to the unit at 265 psig and 120° F. The fixed by the required oxidative rate; its upper limit is
H2S is directly oxidized to elemental sulfur, and the determined by the solubility of the semiquinone in
desulfurized fuel gas produced has a maximum H2S the wash liquor. The oxidized forms of vanadium'
content of 5 ppmv by volume, and the quinone are returned to the gas absorber.

Holmes-Stretford process chemistry.-In the The structure of the anthraquinone molecule
Holmes-Stretford process, hydrogen sulfide is insures that all four of the positions occupied by
removed from an acid gas by intimate contact with hydrogen in the hydroquinone molecule have been
an alkaline solution containing a vanadium salt along occupied by radicals inactive to hydrogen peroxide.
with anthraquinone-disulfonic acid (ADA) in an This yields a quinone with an indefinite life.
absorber. The wash liquor consists of a solution of The massive side rings sterically hinder the activity
sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate whose of the hydroxyl groups. The mechanism of the
proportions are determined by the absolute partial reaction between oxygen and the hydroquinone form
pressure of carbon dioxide above the solution and by is speculative but, by analogy with the commercial
the total sodium content of these two salts. The pH process in which beta-ethoxyanthraquinone is used to
value of the wash solution is influenced by all cations manufacture hydrogen peroxide, the latter

'. and anions dissolved. The vanadium in solution is compound is assumed to be the primary product.
solely in its pentavalent form and the latter oxidizes Holmes-Stretford unit description.- The fuel gas
the hydrosulfide ion to elemental sulfur: is scrubbed in an absorption tower (F010) with an

• alkaline Holmes-Stretford liquor containing
21,5 + + I-IS- = 2I/4+ + S + H + pentavalent vanadate as the principal oxidant. The

dissolved hydrogen sulfide is converted in a single
The stoichiometry of this equation clearly shows that step to elemental sulfur, which remains in suspension
the molarity of vanadium in a Holmes-Stretford in the liquor. A hold tank in the lower section of the
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tower givesthe liquor the necessaryresidencetime to routine addition of chemicals consumed. The
complete the reaction, while the vanadate is reduced chemicalsare charged manually, and either process
to its quadrivalent form. The reduced liquor water or Holmes-Stretford liquor from the pump
(containing the elemental sulfur) is fed from the tank (G030)can be used to dissolvethe chemicals.To
absorption tower to an oxidizer (G010) as a low- maintain a stable circulating-liquor temperature, a
concentration slurry. Here air is blown through the heater (E010)is installed in the main liquor circuit to
liquor, the vanadium is restored to its pentavalent compensate for seasonal temperature variations.
form, and the sulfur is separated by flotation as a The gas leaving the Holmes-Stretford unit next
thick froth on the surfaceof the liquid. This froth is enters the proprietary particulate-free treatment
skimmed off the oxidizer, filtered, and washed to section. There the gas leaving the Holmes-Stretford
produce a wet cake of sulfur. The clear underflow unit is treated for complete removal of any mist or
consisting of oxidized Holmes-Stretford liquor is particulate carryover of the Holmes-Stretford
recycledto the absorption tower, solution. The treated gas from the particulate-free

The inlet acid gas flows through the absorption unit is expected to contain less than 0.1 part per
: tower (F010),which consists of a venturi contactor million (by weight) of either sodium plus potassium

and a mist-extractor tower. Oxidized Holmes- or vanadium. The fuel gas stream is dischargedfrom
_ Stretford liquor enters the absorber and reacts with the Holmes-Stretford unit through a final knockout

hydrogen-sulfidein the gas. The vanadate is reduced drum (G050).
to the vanadium form. The reduced Holmes-
Stretford liquor flowsto the hold tank at the bottom Power Generation
of the tower for the reaction to be completed.

Next the reduced Holmes-Stretford liquor is sent The desulfurized fuel gas is first preheated to
through a flash drum (G060)to the oxidizerunit for 274* F in the clean fuel gas heater (E-501) by
reconversionto the oxidized form. The gas released circulating hot water at 506* F. It is then further
in drum G060 is combined with the oxidizer vent heated in the gasification waste-heat-recoveryunit
stream and sent to the flare if required. In the fuelgas heater (I-1-204)to 500"F before it enters the
oxidizer,unit air separatesthe sulfur from the liquor gas turbine unit(SYS-2502-A). This unit consistsof
by a process of flotation, and it also simultaneously a compressor, a combustor, and a gas turbine with
oxidizesthe Holmes-Stretford liquor to the vanadate connection to a double-ended generator. The other
form for reuse in the absorption tower. Compressed end of the generator is connected to a double-
air for the oxidizer is provided by an air blower extraction steam turbine (SYS-2502-B).
(K010).About 600 standard cubic feet per minute of To adapt the conventionalgas turbomachinery to
vent gas is exhausted from the oxidizer through an low-Btugas combustion, some compressorair must
exhaust fan (K020). Since this stream has a small be bled from the system. The bleed air, which is
quantity of combustibles, it is combined with the about 12weight percent of the total air inlet to the
vent gas from drum G060 for disposal, compressor, is required for the gasification reaction.

The oxidizedand clarifiedHolmes-Stretfordliquor Beforegoingto the gasifierthe air (20psia, 601° F) is
flows by gravity from the oxidizer to a pump tower cooled in a seriesof exchangers(air-air interchanger,
(G030), which serves as a reservoir of Holmes- E-502, condensate heater, E-503; and bleedair trim
Stretford liquor for the system. Holmes-Stretford cooler, E-504) and then compressedto 380 psia by a
liquor from the pump tower is recycled back to the booster compressor (C-501). The hot combustion
absorption tower, gases from the gas turbine at 970* to 1015" F are

The sulfur froth from the top of the oxidizer exhausted to a heat-recovery steam generator
(G010) overflows to an agitated slurry tank (G020). (SYS-2502-B).
A slurrypump (J020)transfers the sulfur slurry from
the slurry tank to a proprietary sulfur-recovery Steam Condensate and Boiler Feed Water
system (N010). Sulfur is discharged from this system
as a wet cake containing approximately 50 percent The heat-recovery steam generator (HRSG) and
solids by weight, the steam turbine are included in the SYS-2502-B •

Water is generated by the chemical reactions package. The HRSG includes evaporators (H-501
involvedin the process.This water must be removed and H-503), an economizer (H-502), a superheater
so that the Holmes-Stretford liquor is not diluted. (H-504), and a vent stack. The gas turbine exhaust is •
For this purpose a side stream from the main liquor cooled to 270*F in this unit. Steam at 615 psia and
loop is fed to an evaporator (E020)to disposeof the superheated to 750* F is produced in H-503 and
excesswater. H-504 for power generation by the steamturbine. In

A small chemicalmakeup tank (G040)is provided addition to generating superheated steam the gas
for the initial filling of the liquor circuit and for the turbine exhaust has sufficient sensible heat to
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generate hot water at 506 ° F for process requirements (3) Cooling tower blowdown liquor from sand
and low-pressuresteam. The hot water produced in filter (FL-501)
H-502 is then used as boiler feed water for steam (4) Blowdown from steam generation units
generation in the gasifier waste-heat-recovery The treated water from the waste water treatment
exchangers (H-203 and H-403), as boiler feed water unit is returned to the cooling tower. The filter
for producing additional superheated steam for the processcakeis mainly gasificationchar containing 50
steam turbine in the gasifier waste-heat-recovery percent water.
exchangers(H-202 and H--402),and as hot water for The plant coolingwater (5898and 2600gallonsper
fuel gas preheating to 274* F in E-501. The low- minute, equivalent to summer and winter steam
pressure steam produced in H-501 is used in the production cases) is cooled from 115"F to 85* F in
deaerator (I)-501). the offsite cooling tower (CT-501). The estimated

The double-extraction steam turbine evaporation and drift losses are about 3 percent of
(SYS-2502-B)generates a electricalmaximumof 7.4 the circulation rate.
megawatts at the summer design point and a The makeup water requirement for the'cooling
maximum of 90 000 lb/hr of steam at the winter towerand Holmes-Stretfordunit is suppliedSr_n the
design point. Both summer and winter steam rates raw water storage tank (TK-501). The raw water is,

, are supplied at 125-psia pressure. A second in fact, city water supplied to Lewis and therefore
extractionpoint, at 50psia, produces5200pounds of does not require treatment. The total plant makeup
steam per hour for the deaerator (D-501). raw water is about 190and 87gallonsper minute for

The steam turbine condensate and the return the two designcases.
condensate from the Center are treated in a Nitrogen andflaresystems.-Nitrogenisrequired
condensate polishing unit (SYS-2504)and stored in in the gasification plant for startup, lockhopper
the condensate storage tank (TK-503). The pressurization, and instrument purging.
condensate is pumped from storage through E-503, Requirementshave been generouslyestimated at 12
where it is heated to 174"F before being sent to the tons per day. The nitrogen evaporator and storage
deaerator (D-501). package (SYS-205) includes liquid-nitrogen storage

The deaerator operatesat a temperature of 240*F. and vaporizer. A compressor is providedto boost the
The total boiler feed water requirement ranges from nitrogen to 500-psigdelivery pressure.
105 000 to 113 000 pounds per hour for the two A flare is included in the plant design to provide
design steam production conditions. The for emergencyrelease of the fuel gas. A smokeless
noncondensiblesfrom the deaerator are vented to the ground flare is specified to prevent any interference
atmosphere. The expectedsteam vent includedwith to the adjacent airport from an elevated flare. It is
the noncondensibles is assumed to be 0.6 weight sized for a duty of 101× 106Btu/hr.
percent of the boiler feed water requirement. Auxiliary boiler.-A 100 000-1b/hr, gas-fired,

Makeup water to the deaerator is supplied by the 200-psig steam boiler is provided to meet the
raw water treatment package (reverseosmosis unit), maximum Lewisheating load totally independentof
whichtreats the incomingwater from the existingcity the powerplant. This boiler will provide a reliable
waterline. A raw water storage tank (TK-501)and a steam source for the Center's heating load and
treated-water storage tank (TK-502)are provided, permit decommissioningof the existingboilers. The

auxiliary boiler as now specified does not provide

Support Facilities superheated steam for power generation.Coalpile waterrunoff treatment. - The layout for
Cooling water and waste water treatment. -The the facility locates the new coal pile at the site of a

plant blowdowns from steam generation units previous coal pile. The adjacent 150000-gallon
(D-201, D-401, D-202, D-402, and D-502) are let runoff water collection basin will accommodate the
down at 125 and 50 psig through high- and low- new coal pile designwater runoff of 102500 gallons.
pressure blowdown drums (D-503 and D-504). The From this basin the water ispumped to a floculation
liquid from D-504 is cooled in blowdown cooler tank (TK-504).The water is neutralizedand finesare

L (E-505) and sent to waste water treatment, agglomerated in this tank by the addition of lime and
The waste water treatment consists of a polymer. The agglomeratedfines are recycledto the

neutralization systempackage (SYS-2510),a settling coal pile, and the clarified water is discharged.
tank (TK-505), a sludgetank (TK-506), and a filter
press (FL-502). This unit treats the following: DesignSummary

(1) Char sludge from the gasification settler
(T-502) Summary mass and heat balances based on the

(2) Process condensates from the venturi processflowsheets are shownin tablesXII andXIII,
scrubbing section respectively. Plant power and thermal distribution
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are summarized in tables XIV and XV, respectively, lockhopper system is frequently vented to the
The plant chemical and utility requirements are atmosphere during the depressurization of the
shown in table XVI. lockhoppers. This vent stream, containing coal dust,

Other engineering drawings including overall plan can be sent throughbag filters, if required, before it
and section views, elevations, process flow sheets, is vented to the atmosphere. The absorbed gases in
and a single-line electrical diagram are given at the the Holmes-Stretford process circulating solution
end of this appendix. (from the absorption tower) are desorbed in the flash

drum and oxidizer. The maximum flow of this vented
Emissions and Waste Products gas stream is calculated to be 6378 standard cubic

feet per minute. Since it contains minor amounts of
Effluents from the CO¢OGENpowerplant include CO, H2, and CH4, it can be directed to the flare for

air, liquid, and solid waste streams. Both the types disposal if required. There is no sulfur associated
and quantities of the waste streams have been with this stream.

estimated from the current process design The main vent stream to the atmosphere is the
information and are summarized as follows: heat-recovery steam generator stack gas, which is the

(1) Solid waste material resembles the ash typical gas turbine exhaust stream. The expected
of a conventional coal-fired installation. The bottom composition of this stream is given by stream 25
ash from the gasifier is generally inert and shown in the waste-heat recovery and off-site
impervious to leaching, facilities process flow diagrams. It contains 1 ppm

(2) The highly efficient gas treatment processes SOx and less than 10 ppm NOx.
result in emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, The deaerator and cooling tower units emit a
and particulates that are well below current maximum of 185 gallon of water vapor to the
standards, atmosphere per minute. The possibility for air

(3) The gasification system produces no oil or tar pollution caused by the cooling tower results from
condensates; therefore waste water problems are leaks in exchangers that handle gases from the
reduced to treating conventional blowdown and gasification area. The gaseous contaminants can
runoff streams, enter the atmosphere from evaporation losses. The

only technique for preventing such pollution is
Emissions to Air continuous monitoring of appropriate cooling water

streams and provision of facilities for immediate
The storage and handling of coal represent a removal of the offending exchanger from the system.

potential source of air pollution from dust Spare equipment is provided to allow for such action.
formation. However, the coal preparation area Because chromate treatment for cooling tower
includes provisions to minimize this problem. A dust blowdown is not used, the possibility of chromate
suppression system is provided at the truck- carryover in the evaporated water is eliminated.
unloading station and at the belt feeder under the

truck-unloading hopper. The transport conveyors are Solid and Liquid Effluents
enclosed. Three separate dust collectors, including
bag filters, are provided with pickup points at all These waste streams are from three sources: the
locations where dust is likely to be formed. The fines gasifier bottom ash, the Holmes-Stretford sulfur
are returned to the main coal stream and used in the removal unit, and waste water treatment sludge. It is
coal gasification along with the main crushed-coal expected that these materials will be removed from
stream. Although the coal pile is open, it can be the plant by truck and transported to an appropriate
coated and sealed against dusting, landfill site.

Particulates from the gasifier are collected in The gasifier bottom waste material is withdrawn
cyclones and recycled to the gasifier. The gasifier from the ash storage silo and consists mainly of
bottom ash is transported pneumatically to a storage agglomerated ash. This ash is spherical in shape and
silo. This system also includes a cyclone bag filter formed by a mechanism of "internal pooling" of _t

dust collector. The ash is discharged from the silo to mineral species. Leaching tests conducted by
trucks through a rotary ash conditioner that Westinghouse have shown that it is inert and resistant

.suppresses dust formation during loading and to leaching of mineral components, making it
subsequent hauling. The particulate emission from suitable for nonacidic landfill disposal. The
the coal and ash handling and storage operations is composition of the gasifier waste is about 83 percent
estimated to be less than 1 lb/hr, ash, 17 percent carbon, and less than 1/2 percent

No major gaseous effluents are expected from the sulfur.

gasification area. The nitrogen used in the coal feed There is one solid effluent (and no liquid effluent)
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from the Holmes-Stretford sulfur removal unit. It is containing 20 percent solids (carbon and ash) and 80
a wet cake containing 50 percent sulfur and 50 percent water
Percent interstitial solution and dissolved salts such (2) Cooling tower blowdown
as the Holmes-Stretford mix--soda ash, sodium (3) Steam generation blowdown
thiosulfate, and sodium sulfate. This wet cake can be (4) Gasifier process condensate
mixed with the gasifier ash for disposal or may be These streams are sent to the neutralization system
disposed of separately, and then filter pressed for final solid disposal. The

Some trace contaminants such as hydrogen liquid effluents form a part of the makeup water for
cyanide, mercury, selenium, and arsenic may be cooling tower losses.
carried with the fuel gas from the gasifier. The The filter pressed cake contains mainly carbon and
Holmes-Stretford liquor is an excellent absorbent for ash particles and is disposed of as 50 percent solids in
HCN. It is converted into innocuous thiocyanate the wet form. Because of the nature of the
from the reaction of sodium hydrosulfide with HCN. gasification process used for this plant, no oils, tars,
The sodium thiocyanate formed is a highly soluble or higher hydrocarbons are formed during the
compound that leaves with the wet cake and is easily gasification. Furthermore, because the gasifier
bio-oxidized in the landfill. Trace metals are also operating temperature is approximately 1900° F,
partially captured in the Holmes-Stretford liquor and formation of formic acid is negligible. Hence no
are precipitated either as carbonates or hydroxides special biological treatment unit is needed in the
that also leave with the wet sulfur cake. waste water treatment system. The expected sludge

A solid or sludge waste stream is produced by the composition and rate are given by stream 29 in the
waste water treatment facility. This facility processes process flow diagrams. The water in the cake should
the following: not contain any material other than that inherent in

(1) Gasification solids from the venturi scrubber the raw (city) water source.
I!
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COAL pER TRAIN pER TRAIN BOTTOMASH pER TRAIN PER TRAIN AND FLY A_H VE,NTURI pER TRRIN 0AS PER TRAIN TO _NE BFN TOTN,.. EFt,I _ TRAIN BFW TOTAL PER TRAIN SUPE.RHERTED

PF-R TP_IN SCRUBBER PER TRAIN STEJtN TOTRL

PH_ _ g____.__ll___ _+s s+a _ g I. L _.__._J
-l_gl.-l__ _ v°_JL_ _ _ _L/_ lynx _°L/_Iv_x _ _ __I/_v_x _L/HRI_x L_'HRI _x _ _ La/F_ _Tx _

__ _ emz._. _ _ ls_z.s3 1312.s3 _
TOT,4L (HET] FLOq,LS HR 1706S 8533 3_ 305_ 2133 254S_ 5184 37150 2558 3304_B 33C_B 4352 21"/6 31E_8 15_ 31342

RES:SURE-PS A 320 41S 380 375 300 3"/5 -- 245 240 457 -- -- 45"7 "/20 7IS 615
- _ __L SOB rno _ -- 2.7*, _ 4_ _ 4_ sos _os Z_

VOL, FLOW R^TE-SCFM[DRY) J_ 842 _ 842 8302 83(_
IV BTU,q.B _ _

'IHVBTU/_ _ DRY _ _ __
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F-OI05

F-OI05

F-OI05

F-OI04

TO FLME

RECYCLE lIAlI F-Ol02

COOLINll MATER RETURN

COOLINg MATER SUl'PLY
P-502/1.B

P-502/1.B
RSH St.lJDQE

PIW
U+ll

T-502
8ETTlEil

(11

T-SOl
IETTlER MATER

RETURN TIINK
Ul

C-20I
RECYClE Q118
COI4PRESSOR

11+11

0-203
CONDEHlII\TE

lll'UM
II)

P-204A.B
IBmLIJ

/I-SOl
IETTLEll TIINK

IWCE
III

~
MIl IlLURRY

COOLER
III

P-204/1.B
COIlDENSRTE

PIJI1P
(1+1)

8

)

5-201
IEm

~
VEllTURI

8CRUII8ER
U)

P-205/1.B
VENTURI HIITER
PRESSURE PUMP

(1+1>

TO 2ND TRRIN E-404

P-501A.B
VENTURI SCRUlIBER

MATER RETURN PUMP
U+l)

S" as

4" B8

P-203A.B
VENTURI 8CRU88ER
CIRC1JUlTION PUIlP

(1+U

FR0/4 2ND TRAIN
!Emjg]

COOLINIl MATER RETURN

F-OI 02 f-..l:..I>l.uLliClOlol..LJllLIZ.---&-----+t

F-O 102I+..:F.:;R~OM::..::COL::::;:0:..::.CY:.:Cl=ONE::::.._ ......8:....__lLo. ":':""'::::"-+O

F-OI05

[8iliJ ~ COOLINIl MATER SlJPPlY

STRE/IM NUMBER (V (8) <!o <!l> <!~ <!) ~ ~ ~

OIlS TO 'IEIlTtRI 'IEIlTtRI WTI..ET PAATlCUJlTE FI£E TOTIl. REI:'I'tLE REI:'I'tLE TOTIl. QI\S TOTIl. PRlCE!lS TOTI't.
DESCRIPTION ~... PER ~,~ ~,~ ~J&... ~,~ TOr.s a~ ~,~ ":::"Vlf=

+8 +
I HOUHR VOU: HOL/HR VOL HO IHR VOL I HOL/HR VOL HOL/HR VOL>' _B/HR WT>. LIlIHR WT>. LIlIHR WT%

~
,,,. "'8

-""
""'_G:1 ,0 _'" 7,'_G~ .....::> 7S•. '" ~::>, ~G .0' .,... ~::>.~G ~~."" ~::>."" ..0 •."" ~::>.""

lilt"'.

- -
ASH - - ,~::> 'R_~::>

~
=1llJ~IDE NA

TOTAL 141lB.SO no.no .0::>.1' 'M.no R::>O 100,00 '::>7 I,no.no ..., 1000.no '

TOTIIL llIIII 10llYl ..,., .~7 ..,., .~. ..::> .~7 ::>0' 1::> 10' .~' ~, .1::>a- 0 n
T 3'71Sll 3ll3lIS """'" S: ::>SSB 88810 8::>0 721 14S4

llR ~ ::>'0 ~ ::>A' ~7~ """ ~n ~ ,....
T \.II ... ::>RR I::>' .::>0

VOl. LB TE-lla'H lDRYl 8022 80::>::> 8022 ."" 84::> 187GO

ItlY 111JIlla' DR' lIAS
F-Ol03
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SYS-2SOI ]= SYS-2502-/_ E-SO1 E-S02 C-SO1 E-S03 E-504

HOLMES- gAS TURBINE CLEAN FUEL AIR/AIR BOOSTER COMPRESSOR CONOENSRTE BLEED AIR
STRETFORD UNIT GAS H_ATER ]NT_'CHRN_-R (1) FEATER TRIM C_OLF.R

UNIT (I) (1) (1, (1) (1,

(Z, _ VENT TO ZNCIHERATOR

. S,S2SOI- SOl  ,=,TO=',IF:'TIUN
FROM _,AS CLE/_UP

) t_ . S.F.). FROM ECONOMIZER=

@ BLEED AIR TO 2110. TI_IN

CONDENSATE TO BFN SYSTEMCOMBUSTION AIR

E-502

C.N. SUPPLY _

1 C.W. RETURNI

FROM SECOND TRAIN _ SYS-2502-/t 1- Lt _ COt_]ENSATE _

[ q_2 _.A=T_s TO_STE,Fg:-Si-_HE_T BOILER AND STACK

DESCRIPTION COMPRESSED TOTAL gAS HOLMES- WJLFUR 8Y S-FREE S-FREE S-FREE TO PREHEATED TOTAL gAS COMeUSTIDN ORS TURBINE BLEED AIR TOTAL HOT WATER HOT N/_TER TOTAL RETURN MRKE-UP HATER
BLEED AIR TO TO HOLMES- STRETFORZ3UNIT I_T CLE_N gAS CLF_N gAS PREHF-_TINO S-FREE SAg TO S_S AIR EXHAUST COHPRESSED TO FUEL gAS RETURN FROM CONDEHS/_TE

EACH (_ASIFIER STRETFOPJ3UNIT VENT _J_S TOTAL PER TRAIN PER TP_IN TURBINE BLEED RIR HEATER FUEL gAS
HEATER

PHN_
NOL NT. MDL/HR VOL % MDL/HR VOL % MOL/HR V0L % ROL/fJ*_ VOL Z MOL/I-V_ V0L % MOL/I-U_ VOL X MOL/HR VOL Z M(_-/I'@_VOL Y. MOL/HR VOL Z MOL/HR VOL Z MOL/HR VOL % N0tJl-_R V0L % L8/HR HT Z LB/HR HT Z LB/I-@_ MT % LB/l-ff_ MT %

C_BON 12.011
HYD_F.24 2.016 3_0,4; 13.51 3.1K 28,41 356,82 13.50 356.8; 13.5_ 178.410 13.5( 178.410 13.50 356.82 13.5(:
OXyGIEN 32.000 185,Z8 21,00 3095.0_ 21 .(X 2101 .El 13.32: 370.5_ 21.0_ 370.56 21.00
NITRDOEM 2B.014 B_7.01 79.00 1401.9( 52,5_ [401.90 53.04 1401.9( 53.04 700-9_0 53.0_ 700-950 53.04 1401.9( 53.04 11843.30 7g .0( 11851 .IS 77.18 1394.0; ?g.O( 1394.02 79.00
_J!-FUR 3"Z.0_0 401 BO.O0
CHLDRI[_ - -
/_#H --
W_TER ;1.0;6 17.0_ 0._4 1,2_ @._ IO0 20.00 17.111 0.68 17.g] 0._ B._55 0.6_ B.SSS 0,68 17,_] 0,_ 480.0_ 3.18 77_4 100.00 7724 100.00 86117 100.00 13'3 100.00

HONOX|pE 2'11.011 6_4._ gS,_l I._5. 50.2E I"_1,01 ZS.BS 67B.01 2S.8... 339.005 25._ 33_.00_ 25.85; 878.0] 25,BE
DIOXIDE 44.011 137.Zt 5.15 1,_17 I0.0_. 13S.t_ 5.14 135,e_. 5.14 67._45 5.1 ,_ 67._45 5.14 135,8_ 5,14 866.53 5.74

p_TI-IN4E 1B.043 _,1| 1,1_ 0.53 3._ 5;_,6_ 1._3 52.63 t,_r_ 26.31S 1._ 26.315 1._ 52,8_ 1,S_
HYDROfOil 81JLFIDE 34.0"/8 lZ,_; 0,4"/ _0| 5 PPM 0.01 5 PPM 0.00_ S PPM 0.005 S PPM 0.01 5 PPM 0,01 1 PPM

SULFIDE BO.O71 HA M_
SULFUR DIOXZD_

FLY a_H
TgT/_L eez.2s 100,00 2_4_7.1_ 100,0c 13._ 100.0( _01 ioo,o0 z643.1_ 100.00 2643.17 IO0.CK 1321.58_ 100,0013_1.58s 100.00 2E43,1_ lO0.OC 14738.35 IO0.CK LSOBB.53 I(X).O0 1764.545 100,0( 1764.58 100.0¢ 7724 100,00 77Z4 100,00 86117 100.00 139 100.00

TOTAL _ F_ON_.H_J (DRY) E_2.2_3 Z_0.12 12.3S ISIS.Z6 2_25.2S 1312.83 1312.63 2625.26 14738.3_ 14819.53 1764.58 1764.58
_TER tv)/pm' _ I (voI.,_OL) - 0.0_ 0.1o:x o.oose 0.0068 O,OOS8 o.oose - o.03ze -
TorN- {NET) FLOX,LB/HR. 234_;S.00 11810.00 211.00 SOI.O0 66132.00 I_132,00 330_.00 330E6.00 66132.00 423217.00 44043cJ.00 50910.00 50910.00 ?724 7"/24 88117 13_
PR£_JRE-P_ I A 3eo.oo 211S.00 15,00 ZSO,DO 247.00 247.00 ;_0.00 240.00 ATM 14,65 120.00 380.00 730 TIO 50 50
TEYPFJ_TURE-" F _00, _0 120.00 20,00 IZO.O0 120.00 274.00 274.00 SO0.O0 500.00 80.00 1013.00 B01.00 S00.00 506 150 12_ 120
VOL. FLOM RRTE-SCFM(DRY) 55_0,00 11710.00 "/I.00 16604.00 16604.00 e302.00 _02.00 16604.00 93218.00 _2466,00 11180.00 111EO.O0
HHV BTU/1.B
HHV _TU/S_F DRY _ i 147.70 28?{RIR FREE B_SIS}I 147.S0 147.60 147.60 147,80 147,B0
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E-505 E-506 H-S01 H-502 H-503 H-504 D-501 D-503 D-502 D-504 SYS-2503 SYS-2504 S0-501 CT-S01 TK-50I TK-502 TK-S03 F-501 TK-50S TK-SOG TK-504 SYS-2S05

BLOWDONN TURBINE CONDEN$/kTE EV/_poP_TOR ECONOMIZER EV/_POR_TOR SUPERH_TER ITcJIF_R_TOR HIGH PRESSURE EV/IPOR_TOR LOH PREg_RE R/_N t_TER CONI)TJ_TE pACY_OE COOI.INQ I_N HATER TREATED I_TER COH_cJqS/_TE "OFFSITE _ETTLINO SLUDGE FLOC TANK NITROOEN EV/_POR/_TOR
COOLER COOLER (1) (1) (1) (1) DRUM BLONDOHNDRUM FLASH BLOt4DOHNDRUH TREATHENT pOLISHER BOILER W^TER ST0#_ iTOR_ar ITOP_emc gROUND TANK TP,NK (1) $qNOSTORagE

( 1) ( 1) DRUN ( 1) P_C:1¢J_ pJqCIO_ ( 1) TOWER ( ! ) TN'4K TN4K FI._R£ ( 1) ( 1) p/_CI_OE(I)
FL-501 FL-502 SYS-2510

N_TURJqL_ SUPPLY L (1) 11) 11| (I) (I] I1) (1)
SYS-2gO2-B S^NO _ FILTER N_UTP_L I Z_T ION

(11 @

1 CT-501 I_ /

' _ ___2_F

'
I 104814 LB/HR TO

_, _ H- 2 t

D-S02 $ E-503 SYS-2510 <_

.... _'_ _ CH/_R SLUDGE NI TRO_.NI (soxH_O)
I

t_____ --'1

SYS-2505 C-502
__ COR- FE_

_TU_INE _ gf_ES _ _ P-520_,B

• FROMI)-201,401 _'J'_D'-" D-504 3"75 La/HR " P-507,%B EXISTING BASIN

• _ _ --'" CWR _ PILE E)4ERgI_I_
z53'7 LBA-R P-S2IP,,B RELXEFS

• F!OI D-_o.4C_ I _ N^TUP_L _/_S SUPPLY[-_-1--7

i B/L ]_ _ come,easE z_oooLS,m i, "1" Nz_,_ "I_TIDN =I" mr_ IN_ ),_,'IER• _ I_11E_ I'RF_THE_T

P-SlO/_,B P-512.q*B P-503/_,B,.C P-504/_,B P-SOSP., B P-5OG/_*B P-5OT/_,B P-508P.,B C-502 P-523/_,.B P-S22P.,B P-520P,.B P-S21P.,.B

R_N N^TER COOLINg H/tTER COOLINg N_TER B.F.H. TRE_TF..D H/_TER _TE TURBIN_ H.H,R. NITROGEN CONPRESSOR ELUDOE PUNP FILTER PRESS COAL PILE r.ORL FINES
PUMPS M_KE--UP PUMPS PUMP PUFiPS STOR_e_ TN4K COHDEN$_TE DE_ER_TOR (I) (1+1) FEED PUMP DRAINAGE PUMP SLURRY PUMP
(I+1) PUMP (2+1) (1.1) (1+1) PUMPS PUMP pUMP (I+I) (1+1) (1+1)

(1.1) (1+1) (1+1) (1+1)

INE BOILER _ TOT TOT_- WinTER ;JF_R _ _ HDT_ _ HOTW_T_ _ FOR W_ OR W_IE_" _ Iir.,u TOT "lOT _ _ TDI'N-PL#W_IT

DESCRIPTION E)_*_ST TO VB,R CONDEHS_TE DISPOSAL TO P_C£SS TO _ _URBINE FUEL_S HEKn_ _ _ _-__--_tw_ TOTPL m._CTION _RF"_IION _ TO H-2OIo4OZ "rumz_E_'uJmz__TO HER'nm _ CCN:_B,,r_TE _ TO U=,_u_'_u_ V#_ELP t_ltR
_._g_ S_L i .___ _ _ _ _-- _ -_--.---_ _ _ _ _ ._-..b_

,OT ,_'T, , _.. ___.i,_l__ __L 1_4 3BI ------_'_-- _ 1______--I _ 130 43_ _ 3_3_ m34_ _ _

VOLo FLON II_TE-IOFN(D_Y) _L_B6
mTU/Lm -- --

141W|llJ/SCF DRY
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BN-201 BN-202/_ • B BN-203 R-20 t BN-204_, B • C, D CY-201 CY-202 CY-203 BN-210 BN-211 BN-212 D-20 Z D- 202 H-201 . H-202 H-203 H-204

(:_)/qL F rrn COAL LOCY,HOPPF.R PRE_IZEJ) O/_$IFIF-R A811 L_ PRIMJqRY S4ECOND/_Y _ R_W 0/_3 COOLER RRW g/_S COOLFJ_ _ CYCLONE H.P. STF./IM L.P. 8TF.JtM H.P. STEJ_M H.P. 8TF.J_N L.P. STEA-M FL_EL _S h_.JqTF-.R
BIN [2) CO/IL HOPPER (Z) (4] CYCLONE CYCLONE CYCLONE FINES RECEIVINg FINES RECEIVINg FINES RECEIVINg DRUM DRUM gENERATOR 8UPERHEJITER _-NERRTOR/SUPERHE_TER (1)

('13 (2) [1) [1) (1) BIN BIN gin (1) (1) (1) ; (1) (1)
(1) (1) (1)

BN-20 c; BN-208 BN-20"7 BN-208 BN-209 E-201/_,B CO-201/:t, B P-201/_,B P-202/_,B

OISCH,qR_ BIN DIOCIt/_RgE BIN _PPEJ_ L(X_/J-ff_PPER _I=_.R _$ _LEJ_ CONVEYOR FEES PUMP FF.F_J_PUMP E-201A _,
(1) (1) (1) (1) 11) (I) (1'*'1) (1+1) (1.I) TO VEHTURI SCRUBBER=_

TOTAL • T E-201B C.N. RIETURN
PRF.P/_RF.J] I _ At

FRON 21(0o TRAIN TO 2N0. TRAZN_'Ip

TO VEHTUR I

i BN-20S _ |

BN-202/_,B FI_ '
['_ i TO BQ DRU.q10"-503)

< _ _Y T ' x%. I BN-2!2
BN-203J%B A 70 as ORu_

(D-503)

-- TURBIMEIt

/1= FROM 21_3° TR/_IN _ <_ RECYCLE QAS_ I_

I_ L_ 1_.._9 BN-211

CO-201_,B
I_1 _ NOTE 1: T/_g NUMBER_ FOR S_COM_P_IN

TO ROH SILO _ *
EQUIPMENT APPE/_R IN BO_X]
FOR ^LL OF.SIgNeTED E_JIPMENT.

DESCRIPTION TOT/_L PROCE_'_3 PROCES_ COAL HOT R_W _S TOTN- _SIFIER RE^CTIOR STEAM RE_qCI"ION/_IR RECYCLE ORS g/_S TO RECYCLE _3 S-FREE FUEL _ g_ TOTAL 430 PSI^ 450 PSIA SFW TOTRL 720 PSIR 720 PSIA BFH 615 PSI/_
CO_L PER TPJ_IN PER TP_IN BOTTOMASH PER TP_IN PER TRAIN PLUS CHaR SCRUBBER PER TP_IN gAS PER TP_IN TO 11JRBINE BFWFROM FROH ECONOMIZER BFW FROM FROHE_ONONIZE_RTURBINE STF-_M

PER TP_IN PER TR_IN PER TRAIN ECONOMIZER PER TRAIN ECONOMIZER P£R TRAIN PER TRAIN

CDMPOHEMT MOt_ MT. L_HR NT Z LG/HR NT Z M_HR VOL Z LB/HR NT • LS/HR NT X NOL/F_ VOL • l¢_)t-./l-_VOL Z M_MR VOL X MOL/_-_ Y_. Z MOt-/PW_ YOt. X _ _ Z _ MT _( LI_/I-_ WT Z LB/HR HT X LB/HR MT X LB/_-_ HT Z
CJ_ 12.011 121_37 84.80 8418 84.80 SBT 18.82
HYOR_ 2.016 680 4.34 4_ 4.34 2"_.27 12.97 18.08 13.51 225.27 12.97 16.08 13.51 20"/.10 13.S0 207.10 13.50
OXYgF_N 32.000 1543 7.73 772 7.79 213.08 21.00
MITRO_F-H 28.014 2_ 1._ 121_ 1.30 875._ S0.43 809.11 79._ 62.31 52.56 875.9'3 .50.43 82.31 52._6 813._18 53.04 813._8 $3.04
_Ut.FUR 32.0_0 473 2.42 2_ 2.42 12 0.32
CHLORII_ - -
_ - - 3116 15.73 15r-J8 15.73 28"39 _r_._
N_TF.R 18.016 717 3.62 3_3 3.82 81.17 4.67 247S 100.00 0.77 0.64 81.17 4.67 0.78 0.64 10.3_ 0.6_ 10.39 0._8 5052 100.00 2_28 100.00 37120 100.00 18SSO 100.00 3_392 100.00
C_RBOM MOftOXI[_ 23.011 427._1 24.63 30.43 23.6_ 427.84 24.63 30.43 2.5.6_ _3.53 25.65 3_.53 _.85
_ p_lON DIoXIPE 44,011 85.75 4.84 8.0_ 5,15 05,75 4.94 8,09 5.15 70,07 5,14 70.07 5.14
PI_TH_f_E_ 16,043 33.23 1.91 2.3_ 1,99 33.23 1.31 2.38 1,99 30.54 1 ._<J 3Q ,_Jt _ .8_
I-W_OQEI_ SULFIDE _.076 7._ 0.45 0.53 0.47 7._ 0.45 0.58 0,47 0.01 5 PPM 0,01 5 FFM
CRRSONYL SULFI [78 60.071

FLY ASH (LB/HR) (3168) (_062) (107)
TOTRL 1_10 100.00 8_ I00.00 1737.18 ]100._ 3_47 100.00 2478 100.C_ 1024.18 1_.00 110.61 II00.00 1737.18] 1_.00 116.81 100.00 1534.12 100.00 1534.12 100.00 5(}=32 100.00 2526 100.00 37120 100.00 18380 100.00 3,_332 100.00

TOTAL g_S FLON,HOf./HR,_ (ORY) 1856.01 117,84 1658,01 117.04 1323.73 1523,73
k_TER (v)/pRY ORS I (VO_./VOL)
TOTAL (WET) FLOM.LO/HR. 1_10 8_ 46187 3347 247Q _*1[I_Q 6030 43125 2_'!_ 3_4 38"384 5032 2523 37120 10560 36392
FRES31JRE-PS]_ _,O 4| P _0 375 300 375 247 240 45"/ 45-7 T_"; T_ S15
TF-JtpF,R_TURE-' F ;sso P_ 500 _ IZO 500 438 4_ 306 506 750
v_, F%-OW _TE-SCFM(pRY)
H-_ pTU/_._ t l.._qo tISBO

BTU/SCF DRY gAS

F-Oil2
Processflowdiagramof coalgasificationandwaste-heatrecoveryfacilities- wintercase
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F-Q115

F-Q114

F-Q115

F-Q115

F-Q115

TO FLAAE
BYP.....

RECYClE llRS F-Q112

TO HIS UMlT

CODLINll WRTER RETURN

COOLINg WRTER SUPPLY
P-502R.B

P-502R.B
~SH SlUDllE

PUMP
fl+l)

T-502
SETTLER

III

T-501
SETTLER WRTER

RETURN TRill(
fl)

C-201
RECYClE llRS
COMPRESSOR

Il+ll

0-203
CONDENSRTE

DRUM
fl)

P-204R.B
~

E-203
PRODUCT

llRS
CONDENSER

fl)

R-501
SETTLER TRNJ<

RRJ<E
(ll

~
RSH SlURRY

COOLER
(11

P-204R.B
CDNDENSRTE

PUMP
(1+))

9

E-204
lBQ!J

E-204
RSHSlURRY

INTERCHIINllER
fl)

6' SS

5-201
VENTURI

SCRUBBER
fll

P-205R.B
'IENTlJRI WRIDl
PI£S!lJ£ fUf'

1l+1)

TO 2tIl TR/IlN l!3lBl

P-501R.B
VENTURI SCRUBBER

WRTER RETURN PUMP
U+II

FROM 2ND TMIN
[Eillg)

5% SOLIDS

4' SS

P-203R.B
VENTURI SCRUBBER
ClRCULRTION PUMP

11+1l

COOLlNll WRTER RETURN
F-Q115

F-Q112 f+_F104=:;:..::aJ.D=~cva.cN::== ......8,-__.&. ....:.12;.'....;;CS;;..-.o

~. COOLlNll WRTER SUPPLY

- STRERM NUMBER <~ (9) ~~ ~p ~~ 0 @ ~) ~.
ClAS TO 'IENTlJRI llIlt£T PIlRTIlll.ATE TOTRL RECYCt.E RECYCt.E TOTRL ClAS TOTRL PRX'ESS TOTRL

SCR.II£R ClAS PeR FREE ClAS ClAS TO ClAS PeR TO HIS OM CDO:NSIITE PRX'ESS
DESCRIPTION PeR TRRIN TRRIN PeR _IN ~ _IN LHIT SI..UllE PeR TRRIN aHE'lSIITE

PHASE g,

mMPnNFN' MOLl... VOL% MOLl'" va _% MO IHR
CO""nN n ~.48

IQEH ,~, "",.17 .~,~, ''',I'll ,~ .'A,:1'1 ''',~'
"FN

.'"' ~n,n ""'."" I",.? ""',"" ~?,~G t2.,Gt ~2,~a G2.3t ~2."" tG27.:IC ~2.""

lJR
R OF - -- ta.~

"TEA - M,m RC> '00,00 ,..... '00,00

C RMN MONoxtnF
0

THANE
Y RnllF SIll FlO"

CRRBON SU IE

FLY ~SH ('AMI' J7l - -.•. '00,00 ,_,M '00,00 ?n,?' '00,00 1IA,G' 1110.00 """"'. .00 '070 '00,00 RC> 00.00 ",.... 100.00
TOT~L gRS FLOW,MOVHR. DRY: '95 .01 1951 .01 .M ~71 ,~

"RIER (VI/DRY gRS VOl VOl
TOTRL (WETl FLDW.LB/HR. .17.~ """" """" nc;q; " 70 .. ...
PRESSURE-PS I ~ 300 270 2S5
TEHPERIHURE-' F 4ClO 2';R 1:>0 120 166 :20
VOL. FLON MTE-SCFH (DRYI
HHV STUILB
HHV STU/SCF DRY g~S

F-Oll3

Process flow diagram of gas cleanup and recycling facilities - winter case
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SYS-2501 SYS-2S02-/_ E-501 E-502 C-501 E-503 E-504

HOLMES- gAS TURBINE CLF-J_NFL_L AIR/AIR BOOSTER COMPRESSOR CONDENSATE BLEED AIR
STRETFORD UNIT gAS F_EATF.R INTERCHANgER (1) HEATER TRIM COOLER

UNIT it) (1) (1) (1) (1)
(1)

T
. s,s-201 ® -01 @ F=L=6,0,*,IFI:AT,=-- D M^BTEH_T_eRY T_IN.ID_

FROM g,_S CLBNUP

Im _ . _ B'F'N" FROM ECONOWIZER" [_-_ -I
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I:_ TRAIN S-FREE gAS BLEED RIR ORS HEATER STRETFORD

PH_6E (. ) 1.
COMPONENT NOt. WT . MOL/HR VDL Z MOL/HR VOL Z M(_ V0L X L_ NT % 40L/HR VOL X MOL/HF VOL % MOL/HR VOL 7. !MOL/FR VOL 7. MOL/HR I VDL X MOL/HR VOL Z MOL.YHR V0L _ MOL/HR VOL Z MCI_/HR VOL Z LB/HR MT 7. LB/HR MT 7. LB/P_ WT X LB/HR NT Z

C/_RI_ft 12,011
HYD_F.H 2,016 418.37 13.51 4.18 26.41 414.18 13.50 414.19 13.50 207.10 13.50 207.10 13.50 414.1Q 13.50
OXy;F,#_# 32.000 21S._ 21.00 3488.81 21.00 2333.82 13.71 430.16 21.00 430.16 21.00
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METH_tK |Q_94_ 158.33 5.15 1.58 10.05 St.08 1.88 61.0_ I._G 30,54 |,_ 30,54 |,_ 61_(_ |.88
HY_ SULFIDE 34.076 61.70 1.86 0.62 3._ 0.C2 5 PPN 0.(_ 5 PPM O.OI _ PPH 0.01 _ PPM 0.02 _ P_H
_,J_Rt_HYI._!..F I_ 60.071 14, =:_ 0.47 - -
_q=R_R DIOXIDE 64.(_ 0.02 1 PPN

FLY A_H ITOTAL 1C_4.19 100.00 3C_6.11 100.00 15.82 100.00 582 100,00 3068,25 100.00 30BB.2S IO0.OC 1534.12 100.00 1534,12 100.00 3068.25 =100.00 1_._ 100.00 17022,1B _00_00 2048_3B ;00_00 _048_3_ _OO_O0 6BG9 100.00 B96S 100.00 B3246 100.00 161 100.00
TOTAL _S FLON,NO_J_tR_ (_y) _ 30TS.33 14.34 3047.46 30_ '.4_ 15_3.T3 1523.73 3047.46 16602.82 16464.99 2048.38 2048.38
k_TER (V)/D_y _qS | (¥OL/YOL)
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TEMP_R/_TURE-"F _ 120 120 100 120 _'74 _'74 500 500 AMS 1013 810 _OO 506 5()6 _.._ _0
VOL. FLOW RATE-81_N(ORY)
HHV BTU/LB
HHY BTU/_CF DRY gAS
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Processflowdiagramofdesulfurizationandpowergenerationfacilities - wintercase
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4. 75 Standard tons per day sulfur

12 Standard tons per day sulfur

cSulfur, :m Ib/hr; water, 367 Ib/hr; dissolved salts, 29 Ib/hr; vanadium, III ppm (wt I.

dvanadium. 0.1 ppm (wtl; Na plus K, 0.1 ppm (wtl.

aSulfur, 1000 Ib/hr; water, 940 Ib/hr; dissolved salts, 60 Ib/hr; vanadium, IX) ppm (wt I.

bvanadium, 0.1 ppm (wtl; Na plus K, 0. 1 ppm (wtl.

FllJIY Stream

Feed Treated Air to Liquor to Degassing Wet Ventll-
gas gas oxidizer absorber sulfur atlon

cake air
¢ ¢ 0 ~ ~ ,~ 0

Gas, scfm 17165 16787 --- --- 378 (cl ---
HS liquor, gal/min --- (dl --- 2010 --- --- . --
Air, scfm --- --- 2400 --- . -- . -- 6IXXI

H2S 0.47~ 5 ppm --- --- . -- --- ---
Pressure, psig 250 240 12.5 280 20 --- Ambient
Temperature, OJ: 120 95 260 94 94 .. - 94

FllJlY Stream

Feed Treated Air to Liquor to Degassing Wet VentU-
gas gas oxidizer absorber sulfur atlon

cake air
¢ ~ <V ~ ~ ~ <Y

Gas, scfm 20595 20115 - -- _.. 378 (al ---
HS liquor, gal/min --- lbl --- 2010 --- --- ---
Air, scfm --- --- 2400 --- --- --- 6IXXI

H2S l.~ max. 5 ppm --- --- --- --- . --
Pressure, psig 250 240 12.5 280 20 --- Ambient
Temperature, OJ: 120 96 260 95 95 --- 95
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TABLE II. - COCOGEN2_OWERPLANT

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Summer Winter
TABLE I. - COCOGEN POWERPLANT

Ambient tempera- 80 20
REFERENCE SYSTEM

ture, °E

COMPONENTS Steam production at 26 000 90 000
125 psia, lb/hr

Component Description Coal throughput (Ohio 205 238
No. 9), ton/day

Gasifier DOE-Westinghouse pres- Total power genera- 18.9 18.5

surized fluidized bed (low- tion (gross), MW

Btu gas, air blown) Gas turbine power 11.5 14.4

Particulate Primary and secondary hot output (gross), MW

removal cyclones, cold cyclone, Steam turbine power 7.4 4.1

and venturi scrubber output (gross), MW

Sulfur Peabody Holmes-Stretford Powerplant consump- 2.4 2.5

removal direct-conversion process tion, MW

Gas Westinghouse CW182 Total power genera- 16.5 16.0
turbine tion (net), MW

Steam Westinghouse M25 Coal utilization effi- 44.5 71.4

turbine ciency, percent

Annual steam pro- 385x109

duction, Btu

Annual electric 130x103

generation, MWhr



TABLE HI.-COCOGEN POWERPLANT COMPONENTS

Category Components

Coal handling Coal truck unloading hopper

Conveyors

Coal storage pile equipment
Crusher

Coal gasifier Surge feedbins

Lockhoppers

Gaslfiers (two) TABLE IV. - COCOGEN POWERPLANT CAPITAL

Raw gas coolers

Cyclones COST ESTIMATE

Heat exchangers [ Based on third-quarter 1980 price levels.]
Recycle compressors

Sulfur removal unit Tanks Cost,
dollars

Towers

Exchangers Coal-handling area 2 620 000

Vessels Coal gasifier package 19 900 00O

Filters Sulfur removal unit package 4 600 000

Power generation package 13 530 000

Power generation package Gas turbine Gasifier and powerplant auxiliaries 8 620 000

Steam turbine Site development and supporting facilities 2 000 000
Generator

Heat-recovery steam generator Total direct cost 51 270 000

Field indirect cost and construction management 2 250 000

Gasifier and powerplant Scrubbers Professional services 4 780 000
auxiliaries Cyclones

Coolers Total plant cost a58 300 000

Pumps

Water treatment aExclusions: escalation; insurance; taxes; coal-hauling trucks;

Cooling tower royalties, licenses, and commissions; fencing; cost of land;

Package steam boiler cost of capital; permits; and startup costs.
Foundations

Structures

Piping

Controls

Site development and Waste treatment systems

supporting facilities Site development

Control building
Offslte road



TABLE V. - COCOGEN POWERPLANT ANNUAL

OPERATING COST ESTIMATE

Unit cost, Cost,

dollars dollars

Coal, per ton 38.75 2 685 380

Natural gas, per 1000 cubic feet 3.20 108 680

Water, per 1000 cubic feet 1.80 19 220

Nitrogen, per ton 60.00 237 600

Soda ash, per lb .05 7 310

Special chemicals, per lb 5.00 33 000

Waste disposal, per ton 6.00 89 100

Operating supplies (a) 57 800

Maintenance material (b) 200 000

Total variable costs 3 438 090

Operating labor and supervision 442 000

Maintenance labor 240 000

Laboratory service 16 000

Total semivariable costs 698 000

Total cost 4 136 090

aAssumed to be 10 percent of operating labor costs.

bAssumed to be 3.5 percent of plant cost.

TABLE VI. - COCOGEN ANNUAL LABOR

COST ESTIMATE

Shift Total

1 2 3

Supervisor 0 1 0 1.0

Operator -powerplant 1 1 1 a4.2

Operator - control room 1 1 1 4.2

Operator - relief 1 1 1 4.2

Laborer 0 1 0 1.0

Shift maintenance 0 2 0 2.4

Total 3 7 3 17.0

a4.2 Employees provide coverage for

21 shifts per week.



TABLE VII. - CANDIDATE GASIFIERS TABLE VI-H. - GASIFIER EVALUATION

Gasifier type Candidates SUMMARY

Fixed bed Wellman Gasifier Criterion (a)

Riley Morgan 1 2 3 4
Wilputte

Chapman Fixed bed
British Gas Corp. _/ _/ v/ _/'

Two Stage (Woodall-
All others X

Duckham, IFE,

Stoic, Pullman) Fluidized bed:

Lurgi Westinghouse V' V' _/ _/
British Gas Corp. IGT U-Gas V' _/ V' _/

MERC (now METC) Wiukler X

GEGAS All others X

Fluidized bed Wiukler Entrained flow:

Westinghouse Texaco V' _/ V_ _/'

IGT U-Gas Babcock & Wilcox _/ _/ _/ V_

COGAS Koppers- Totzek X

CO2 acceptor Shell-Koppers X

BCR Combustion Engineering X
Battelle-Carbide All others X
Hygas

Synthane Miscellaneous (all) X

Hydrane

acriteria:

Entrained flow Koppers-Totzek 1 - Ability to use any U.S. coal.

Texaco 2 - Near commercial stage of

Shell-Koppers development

Combustion Engineering 3 - Gasifier sizes available to meet

Babcock & Wilcox NASA needs

Bigas 4 - Pressurization up to 400 psia

Foster -Wheeler required

Miscellaneous Otto-Rummel

Kellogg

A TGAS /P A TGAS

TRW

Rockwell

Bell



TABLE IX. - GAS TURBINE SUMMARY

i

Manufacturer Model Nominal Inlet Exhaust Compressor

output, temper- temper- pressure

MW ature, ature, ratio

oF oF

Westinghouse CW182 14.4 1850 977 8

Canada, Ltd

Solar Turbines MARS 8.9 2000 900 16

International

General Electric LM2500 20.1 2140 940 18

GT Division

TABLE X. - ANALYSIS OF OHIO NO. 9

COAL

[ Higher heating value (HHV), 11 590

Btu/lb (as received).]

Ultimate analysis Content,

wt%

Carbon 64.8

Hydrogen 4.34

Oxygen 7.7 9

Sulfur 2.42

Nitrogen 1.30
Ash 15.73

Water 3.62

Total 100.00



TABLE XI. - SPECIFICATION OF FUEL

GAS TO HOLMES-STRETFORD UNIT

TABLE XII. - OVERALL MASS BALANCE FOR

Species Content, tool percent COCOGENPOWERPLANT

Minimum Maximum Stream Description Summer Winter

-- Ambient air temperature, OF 80 20
CO 25.68 25.54

CO 2 5.15 5.12 Input, lb/hr

H 2 13.51 13.44 1 l_ocess coal 17065 1981021 Air to gas turbine system 425 217 479 012

CH 4 1.99 1.98 45 Total plant makeup water 95 001. 43 437

N 2 52.56 52.29 Totalinput 537 283 542 259

H2S .47 .99 Output, Ib/hr

E20 .64 .64 4 Gasifierbottom ash 3 056 3 547

14 IIolmes-Stretfordunitvent gases 291 338

Total 100.00 100.00 15 Sulfur byproduct 501 582

25 Stack gas 440 439 496 682

Flow rate, mol/hr 2681.2 3217.0 29 Charsludge 368 428
-- Cooling tower evaporation and dry 92 000 40 000

(scfm) (16 958.0) (20 350.0) losses
Sulfur content, 4.9 12.3 -- Deaerator losses 628 682

ton/day Total output 537 283 542 259

Pressure, psia 265

Temperature, OF 120



TABLE XIII.-OVERALL HEAT BALANCE FOR COCOGEN POWERPLANT
m

[ Basis, 60 ° F H20 (liquid). ]

Stream Description Summer Winter

1 Ambient air temperature, OF 80 20

Input, Btu/hr

1 Process coal 197.78x106 229.60x106

21 Air to gas turbine system 2.09

45 Total plant makeup water 1.90

-- Condensate from NASA at 250 ° F 4.94 17.10

Total input 206.69×106 246.70x106

Output, Btu/hr

4 Carbon in gasifier bottom ash (higher 7.24×106 8.40x106

heating value (HHV))

14 Holmes-Stretford unit vent gases 1.34 1.55

15 Sulfur byproduct (HHV) 1.49 1.73

25 Stack gas sensible heat 32.01 36.10

29 Char sludge carbon (HI-W) 0.45 0.52

42 Steam export to NASA needs 31.56 109.25

-- Heat to cooling water

Process cooling 24.79 28.78

Turbine condensate cooling 48.93 2.64

-- Deaerator loss 0.71 0.77

-- Net power product 56.36 54.75

-- Unaccounted losses 1.81 2.21

Total output 206.69x106 246.70x106



TABLE XIV. - ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION

FOR COCOGEN POWERPLANT

Component Summer Winter

Ambient-temperature air, °F 80 20 TABLE XV. - THERMAL DISTRIBUTION FOR

COCOGEN POWERPL AN T

Total plant power generation, MW
Component Summer Winter

Gas turbine 11.495 14.430

Steam turbine 7.407 4. 074 Heat input, Btu/hr

Coal 197.78xi06 229.60x106

Total generated 18.902 18. 504 Air to gas turbine system 2.09
Plant makeup water 1.90

Plant power consumption, MW Condensate return from NASA 4.94 17.10

Booster air compression 1. 320 1. 369 Total heat input 206.69×106 246.70x106

Recycle gas compression 0. 112 0. 131 Net output, Btu/hr

Desulfurization 0. 261 0. 336 Power 56.36)<106 54.75xi06
C ooling water pumps 0. 224 0. 224 Steam 31.56 109.25
Cooling tower 0. 112 0. 112

Boiler feed water pumps 0. 093 0. 093 Total net output 87.92×106 164.00x106

Coal handling O. 075 0. 075

Miscellaneous 0. 190 0. 190

Total consumed 2. 387 2. 462

Net power available 16. 515 16. 042



TABLE XVI. - CHEMICAL AND UTILITY

REQUIREMENTS FOR COGOGEN

POWERPLANT

Chemical requirements

Zinc phosphate, lb/hr ..................... 452

Polymeric dispersant, lbihr ................. 150
Biocidic, lbihr ........................ 76

}t2SO4, lb/hr ......................... 1661
Holmes-Stetford chemical mix, lb/hr ............ 0.8

Soda ash, lb/hr ........................ 18.5

Utility requirements i_

Water, gal/min ........................ a190

Nitrogen, ton/day ........................ 12

Natural gas, ft3/min ..................... b674

abased on 26 000 lb steam/hr for heating load.

bBased on 35 days/yr steam production from natural gas.
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